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Inside 
News 
A time for prayer: Stu-
dents are urged to partici-
pate in the Thanksgiving 
Day of Prayer held Sun-
day through Monday. See 
Page 2. 
President Bush asks 
America to support his 
drive to cut the capital 
gains tax. See Page 3. 
Opinion 
Thanksgiving is right 
around the corner. 
Thoughts of home will rush 
through your mind as you 
read this week's editorial. 
See Page 4. 
The Liberty Godparent 
Home offers an alternative 
to abortion. The ministry of 
Thomas Road Baptist 
Church is profiled this 
week. See Page 5. 
Vol. 9, No. 13 
Sports 
Football lost on a last-
minute score by Kutztown 
University Saturday, 17-
16. The win was the first-
ever for Kutztown against 
a Division 1 opponent. See 
Page 6. 
LU cross country runner 
David McCombs is seek-
ing to become a member 
of the 1996 U.S. Olympic 
team. See Page 7. 
Flames' Hockey traveled 
to Chapel Hill last week-
end and split the series 
with the Tar Heels. See 
Page 7. 
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Students from Dorm 18 move to Dorm 11 Friday to make space for offices being moved from North Campus. The sale of 
North Campus, which will take place Thursday, will save the school $2 million annually. 
Sale causes office shuffle 
ByJIMWOOLACE 
Champion Reporter 
. The sale of the North Campus ad-
ministrative facility, slated for 
Thursday, required university offi-
cials to react quickly by moving to 
the main campus. 
The Rev. Jerry Falwell addressed 
the residents of dorms 3 and 18 dur-
ing a combined meeting at David's 
Place, Nov. 12, informing them that 
they needed to move out of their 
rooms Friday, Nov. 15. 
"We can't do it during finals or 
Christmas break. The only logical 
thing to do is do it now," Falwell 
said. "We do need your help. We're a 
family." 
Campus officials said that approxi-
mately 80 percent of the previous 
roommate combinations were left in-
tact The rest were spread throughout 
the open spaces left in dorms on 
campus. 
Most of the students moved into 
their new rooms Friday. They were 
excused from classes to facilitate the 
transition. 
Explaining why the affected dorms 
were chosen, the project manager for 
the move and Vice President of Uni-
versity Services Earl Sargeant said: 
"The dorms that were selected, were 
not selected at random. There was a 
reason for each choice." 
According to Sargeant, Dorm 18 
was chosen for many reasons. The 
main reason was to keep the admini-
stration buildings together, he said. 
Also, Dorm 18 is equipped with a 
telephone cable which the School 
of Life Long Learning (LUSLLL) 
needs for operation. Sargeant ex-
plained that other contributing fac-
tors included allowing easy access 
to the computers in Dorm 17 and 
providing staff members with con-
venient parking in the P-1 lot 
Dorm 18-1 will now house the of-
fices of Admissions and Recruit-
ment, Prior Learning Assessment 
and LUSLLL. Other campus build-
ings affected by the move will ac-
commodate the following: 
• Dorm 2 — Housing and the office 
of Vemon Brewer, dean of student 
development and a university vice 
president; 
• Dorm 3—Building Services, Secu-
rity, Engineering, Transportation and 
Lock Shop purchasing; 
• Dorm 13-1 — ROTC headquarters; 
• Dorm 17-1 — Computer Services 
and Marketing; 
• Dorm 17-2 — Financial Aid and 
Accounting; 
• Dorm 18-2 — Dean's Office; 
• Dorm 20-1 — Liberty Home Bible 
Institute, Donor Services, Payroll 
and Personnel; 
• Dorm 29, Quad 104 — Estate Plan-
ning, Development and Capital 
Fund-raising; 
• Old Time Gospel Hour building — 
LUSLLL warehousing; 
• First floor of the Mansion — 
Chancellor's Office; 
• Student weight room — Printing 
Services. 
Michelle Rapp, an RA in Dorm 29, 
explained that the RAs were in-
formed Thursday night that Quad 
104 would have to be out by Mon-
day. Five of the girls were moved 
into a quad next door, while the four 
others were moved into various 
rooms around campus. 
The residents of Quad 104 are the 
only women moving. Sargeant ex-
plained that the quad was chosen be-
cause the offices that are moving in 
require a lot of traffic. The location 
of the quad will allow visitors and 
personnel to have a room with easy 
access, he explained. 
"It is frustrating for us, but I un-
derstand," Rapp said. "The univer-
sity is trying to cut back and keep 
everyone happy." 
Although it is a transitional situ-
ation, university officials are trying 
to make the move as smooth as pos-
sible. The displaced students were 
excused from classes on Friday, and 
they received help from Building 
Services. Also, Dorm 3 residents 
moved into a better-quality Dorm 8, 
where the heating and cooling units 
are being replaced. In addition, the 
students received $25 worth of cou-
pons for the LU Bookstore. 
While the entire process of settling 
in will not be finished for a while, 
university officials anticipate the 
bulk of the move to be by completed 
Wednesday. 
Christmas 
tree comes 
to life 
ByABRAMPAFFORD 
Champion Reporter 
"The Living Christmas Tree is a 
yearly tool used by Thomas Road 
Baptist Church to offer a gift to the 
community and the outlying areas," 
David Randlett, producer and direc-
tor of the program, said. 
"This year's program has over 300 
people involved in the production, 
including a Living Christmas Tree 
with 125 singers. 
"The began in 1971 with three 
productions yearly. We now have 
nine productions each year," Ran-
dlett said. 
The Living Christmas Tree pro-
gram features people who have been 
or still are associated with the Old 
Time Gospel Hour, Randlett said. 
"Some of the Old Time Gospel Hour 
soloists whom we have this year in-
clude Mack Evans, Kendra Cooke 
and Doug Oldham." 
A new addition to the program this 
year is a group called Close Har-
mony. This is a group of eight sing-
ers who are alumni of Sounds of 
Liberty and LIGHT Ministries at 
LU, who now live in town and attend 
Thomas Road Baptist Church. 
There are several other LU stu-
dents who are involved in the pro-
gram as well. 'The Sounds of Lib-
erty will be singing in the program, 
and there will be a 40-piece brass 
ensemble from LU," Randlett said. 
"There are also many faculty mem-
bers at LU who are involved in the 
singing and in the different areas of 
the production." 
The Living Christmas Tree is not 
exclusively a musical production. 
"Some of the people involved in 
providing comedic and dramatic re-
lief are Tim Goodwin, Dawn Brooks 
and Damaris Justamante," Randlett 
said. 
"In addition, Dr. David Allison, 
the director of the Drama Depart-
ment at LU, is the director of drama 
for this year's program. 
"It takes the cooperation of hun-
dreds of people to make the program 
a success," Randlett said. 
"We feel the program is very im-
portant because it gives us a chance 
to put down all our differences and 
celebrate the birth of Christ," Rand-
lett said. 
LU professor awarded grants 
for chemistry research 
By DAWN K. L00NEY 
News Editor 
A grant has been awarded to Dr. 
Randall Davy, LU assistant profes-
sor of chemistry, to pursue molecu-
lar research in chemistry, and an-
other grant has also been unoffi-
cially awarded for similar research. 
Jeffress Trust of Virginia pro-
vided a grant of $17,300 which will 
aid Davy in the "theoretical chemis-
try research." 
According to Davy, his research 
will develop new materials in the 
computer electronic industry. The 
grant included the purchase of an 
IBM computer system which has a 
program with the capability to simu-
late molecules. He said the com-
puter system will enable him to 
study the structures and reactions of 
molecules. 
In addition, IBM has also offered 
to help by providing the computer 
equipment at half price. Davy said: 
"They have provided me with a 
powerful computer. I have made a 
deal with IBM that they will provide 
the computer at half of the list price 
if I help develop software and a 
computer program that will run on 
their computers. The list price of the 
computer is $45,000." 
Davy has completed similar re-
search during his post-doctoral re-
search at the University of Georgia 
and during his doctoral research at 
Texas A & M University. 
"I would like to continue to study 
general classes of compounds," he 
said. "Compounds that are of use in 
constructing electronic components 
like computer chips and material that 
is widely used in high technology ap-
plications." 
"Here at Liberty, the grant gave 
money for equipment and money to 
support summer work," Davy said. 
'The university has agreed to pro-
vide a work-study scholarship to 
support a student to help me in the 
research. The student will not only 
learn about science, but the student 
will actually be a scientist and do the 
research." 
Davy plans to begin the research in 
December. "I have the computer," 
he said. "IBM is sending a represen-
tative to help me get set up. Hope-
fully over Christmas break, I will 
start. 
"It is really exciting... Dr. Falwell 
talked recently about not presuming 
that the'Lord has told me this.' But 
during this whole process of getting 
things done and gelling things in, 
I've seen His hand blessing. The 
money for research is tight right 
now, and it seems that the Lord wants 
to see the science department at Lib-
erty University develop." 
Davy applied to the Jeffress Trust 
of Virginia for a research grant last 
summer. "The trust was established 
by a wealthy Virginian through the 
will of Robert Jeffress, who wanted 
to support the furtherance of the sci-
ences," Davy said. 
In addition to the Jeffress Trust of 
Virginia grant, Davy has received 
unofficial notice of a $21,000 grant 
from Research Corporation. This 
grant will also help in computer-
based research. 
Davy's study will concentrate on 
aluminum nitrogen compounds. 
'The chief thing that the study will 
deal with is . . . many different com-
pounds that will be made of alumi-
num dial will later be applied in 
computers," Davy said. 
The Research Corporation grant 
also provides a summer salary for a 
student to help Davy in his research. 
'The grant provides $2,400 for a 
student to help me for eight to 10 
weeks in the summer. The student 
gets paid; and if die student is a 
chemistry major, the research may 
count as a research project," he ex-
plained. 
Davy added mat students inter-
Council debates 
deer overpopulation 
Dr. Randall Davy 
Asst. professor of chemistry 
ested in die summer research must 
have a year each of physics, matii and 
chemistry, computer capabilities and 
at least two years of math. 
Davy explained die grants' bene-
fits and how tiiey will affect Liberty 
University. As a result of die ap-
proved grants, Liberty University 
will be able to conduct easier appli-
cations for future grants. 
"When a university has been suc-
cessful in receiving grants and pro-
ducing papers that get published, dial 
is important in future grants," Davy 
said. 'The research foundations are 
interested in furthering the training 
of students . . . . They want to see a 
new generation of scientists come 
out of die funding, too." 
By ERIC YODER 
Champion Reporter 
The first item on die public hearing 
agenda of die Nov. 12 meeting of die 
Lynchburg City Council was die dis-
cussion of some highly controversial 
recommendations for dealing with 
die ongoing problem of die increas-
ing deer population within die city. 
"When human beings, automo-
biles and deer increase rapidly in any 
given area, something has to be 
done. Last year, we had 200 deer-
related auto collisions, and die num-
ber is on the rise tiiis year," Donna 
Stanek, a member of die Lynchburg 
Wildlife Commission, said. 
The Wildlife Commission sugges-
tioned several ways to handle die 
deer problem including: legalized 
hunting witiiin die city on lots of 25 
acres or more, special hunting by 
trained and certified individuals and 
general education of die public about 
deer behavior. 
Stanek, who has been investigat-
ing die problem for five montiis, said 
that it is time for die City Council to 
approve a plan of action. 
"From the year 1850 to about 
1900, America played host to die 
largest exploitation of wildlife in his-
tory. We don't want to see a reoccur-
rence of this, but we also don't want 
to see die genetic degradation tiiat 
takes place because die deer have no 
natural predators," Stanek said. 
Opposition to die commission's 
proposals came from Doug Shaw, 
who represented a number of re-
search biologists. 
"Neidier die Humane Society, die 
Wildlife Commission, nor die hunt-
ers themselves have proposed a safe, 
adequate solution. The new tiieory 
explained in my proposal advocates 
die building of 'attraction areas' 
along known game trails, which will 
facilitate die safe capture and hu-
mane elimination of die overpopu-
lateddeer. It will cost a little, but we 
will be teaching our children dial you 
don't solve problems witii guns," 
Shaw said. 
Shaw also mentioned the possibil-
ity of feeding die deer chemically 
safe birth-control drugs, although 
most of die drugs presendy used are 
declared unfit for human consump-
tion by die United Slates Department 
of Agriculture. 
While thanking the Wildlife Com-
mission and concerned citizens for 
their efforts, die City Council mem-
bers warned against making any 
hasty decisions. After reviewing die 
proposals with die city manager and 
die city administrator, die Council 
See Deer, Page 2 
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news Tuesday, Nov. 19,1991 LU student participation 
urged in Day of Prayer 
By DANIELLE PETERS 
Champion Reporter 
Prayer for revival on campus, in 
the country and around the world 
will be stressed during Liberty's 
Thanksgiving Day of Prayer Sunday 
night and Monday. 
The Campus Pastor's Office en-
courages all students and faculty 
members to participate through 
prayer and fasting. 
"I believe this has the potential in 
a very real way as one of the most 
important days at LU," campus pas-
tor Rob Jackson said. " It is an ac-
complishment for people to see the 
priority and reality of the need for 
prayer. This is why we have chosen 
to set aside a time, although it should 
be an important part of our life every 
day." 
"Liberty University has the oppor-
tunity to talk with God and see him 
dogreatandmightythings," Dwayne 
Carson, assistant campus pastor, 
said. "Daniel valued prayer so much 
he was willing to die for the opportu-
nity to pray. The opportunity to per-
sonally pray to your heavenly Paiher 
is a very special privilege; and to lop 
that He says (Ephesians 3:20) He'll 
do 'exceedingly, abundantly above 
all things we ask or think.' " 
The campus pastors stressed that 
each hour of prayer is open to every-
one, and they would like to sec people 
returning three or four times. 
"We don't want students to just 
come pray for an hour and then think 
it's over," Carson said. "This is a day 
of prayer, not an hour of prayer." 
Jackson feels it is important that 
people do not view this time apatheti-
cally or as an annual procedure to be 
followed. "My challenge is to make 
sure Thanksgiving Day of Prayer 
doesn't just become a tradition. I 
don't want it to be just another pro-
gram," he said. 
The eight areas outlined in the 
prayer agenda are as follows: praises 
and prayers of Thanksgiving, prayer 
for God to search one's heart, prayer 
for one's family, prayer for one's 
church, prayer for the nation's lead-
ers, prayer for the church nationwide, 
prayer for world evangelism and 
prayer for the Rev. Jerry Falwell. 
In addition to meeting in the Prayer 
Chapel, the Deli willofferabreadand 
water meal to those interested in fast-
ing during the lunch hour on Monday. 
A prayer agenda has been set which 
allots groups intervals of an hour 
beginning at 5 p.m. Sunday until 9 
p.m. Monday.. "We don't want it to 
be an organized program, yet we need 
to organize it," Carson explained. 
Each state and country has been in-
dividually researched, and the most 
vital needs pertaining to each of these 
will be posted every hour. Accord-
ingly, all 50 states and 47 countries 
will be prayed for during the 24 hours. 
Mission directors under Carson ob-
tained pertinent information about the 
prayer needs of the individual coun-
tries. 
"An example is in India there are 
more lost people alone than (there are) 
Christians in all the world, and only 
one missionary to every million 
people," Carson said. "People are 
going to say, 'Wait, a minute we need 
to pray' when they see how much each 
country needs the Gospel." 
Specific requests instead of general 
ones help students relate to others' 
needs ."This is our chance to take eve-
rything we learned in the classroom 
and direct it to where we need it. 
" We must recognize day by day that 
we need the Lord and must get our 
heart in line with him, so that we can in 
turn reach out and have an et tect on the 
world," Jackson said. 
The results of the Day of Prayer are 
not fully measurable, but in past years 
the results have included many salva-
tions and the lifting of financial bur-
dens. "I'm convinced it has dramatic 
results," Jackson said. 
The majority of students are very 
supportive and seriously interested 
in the Day of Prayer, according to 
Carson. 
"This is something that is very real 
to the students," he said. 
The campus pastors have recorded 
no substantial scheduling problems 
thus far although they said it is often 
hard for people to find a time that 
works with their schedules, espe-
cially town students. 
They arc hoping that moving the 
date a week closer to Thanksgiving 
will not have a negative effect. 
The annual Day of Prayer began in 
1985 through the guidance of Gary 
Olderidge. 
He sought God's grace for Vernon 
Brewer, now a vice president of the 
university, who had of cancer. 
"It was called the Miracle Day of 
Prayer, and the results are living 
among us!" Jackson exclaimed. 
The campus pastors are enthusias-
tic about the thanksgiving Day ot 
Prayer and would like to see even 
more people participate than have in 
the past. "I'm looking forward to 
praying with you." Carson said. 
Senate passes sidewalk improvement bill 
senate seeks 
parking space 
and defeats 
The News and 
Advance bill 
By CHARLES MALLORY 
Champion Reporter 
The senate was opened Thursday 
by assistant campus pastor Dwayne 
Carson who emphasized the impor-
tance of the Day of Prayer. The 
senate later passed the Steps and 
Sidewalk Resolution and the Blue 
Diamond Parking Bill, but failed to 
pass the Newspaper Resolution. 
The Steps and Sidewalk Resolu-
tion, submitted by the University 
Life Committee (ULC), was pre-
sented by Sen. Todd Cullen. "The 
purpose of the resolution is basically 
for protection of clothing/personal 
items and for injury prevention," 
Cullen said. 
The steps and sidewalks will be 
for the area between Dorm 3 and the 
Vines Center. "I talked to several 
administrators and Field Operations 
about the area, and they said the proj-
ect can be completed in a week if 
given therightconditions (weather)," 
Cullen said. The cost of the project 
Professor argues 
constitutional rights 
will be determined when a specific 
date is set to start the project. 
Sen. Nelson Momma represented 
the ULC-sponsored Blue-Diamond 
Parking Bill. "A majority of the 
blue-diamond parking spaces on the 
cafeteria side are empty after 3 p.m., 
but are closed to students until 5 
p.m.," Momma said. 
Although the bill was originally 
designed to have the parking spaces 
on the Vines Center side of DeMoss 
"open" to students after 4:30 p.m. 
because that is when the Deli opens, 
the bill was changed to read "all" 
blue diamond parking spaces will 
be "open" after 4:30 p.m. 
Sen. Jeff Clineff submitted a bill 
to have the local Lynchburg news-
paper, The News and Advance, put 
back on campus. "I understand why 
Chancellor (Jerry) Falwell canceled 
his subscription to the newspaper, but 
that doesn't mean it should be taken 
off campus. There is no moral or 
scriptural reason why it should be 
taken off," Clineff said. 
Several senators attempted to ex-
plain the events during the past sum-
mer that led to the cancellation by 
Falwell. Sen. Tony Lara said: "It's 
not the university's job to sell the 
paper. They (The News and Ad-
vance) obviously don't care about 
Rev. Falwell or any thi ng that pertains 
to Libeny University. The only rea-
son the newspaper wants back on 
campus is to make more money." 
The proposal was defeated 50-11. 
At the next senate meeting die Uni-
versity Club Treasury Resolution, 
Legislative Procedure Act, Senate Bill 
Printing Act and the Christian Serv-
ice Grade Bill will be discussed. 
By CHRIS H0L0EN 
Champion Reporter 
Stephen Livesay, assistant profes-
sor of history and education, recently 
participated in the National First 
Amendment Congress Oct. 27-29 in 
Richmond. 
He criticized die congress for what 
he deemed were "misinterpretations" 
of the First Amendment and for "lib-
eral policies and procedures of an or-
ganization that is supposed to repre-
sent die majority view of this coun-
try." 
"The congress amazed me. It 
shocked me into seeing what I view 
as a concerted effort to influence bodi 
state congresses and our national 
Congress toward liberal minority 
policies under die guise of being rep-
resentative of die people as a whole," 
Livesay said. 
The National First Amendment 
Congress was held in die Virginia 
Stale Capitol building and die Omni 
Richmond Hotel and was comprised 
of 400 people from select fields of 
education, politics and die media. 
It was scheduled to concur with 
die 200di anniversary of the original 
signing of the Bill of Rights in 
Richmond. Its purpose was to repre-
sent die people by drafting resolu-
tions to die First Amendment to be 
presented to bodi stale congresses and 
die national Congress. 
"The congress was stuffed with 
many people who would not even 
agree dial America had once been a 
nation of Judeo-Christian values, 
Christian heritage or traditional val-
ues. It was very selecuve instead of 
representative," Livesay said. 
Livesay was invited to the congress 
along widi John Donaldson, profes-
sor of education at LU, to liave "some 
representation from the political 
right." 
Atter opening ceiuuunies anil 
some debates on First Amendment 
rights, die participants split into 
groups to draft resolutions on specific 
topics relating to die First Amend-
ment. Livesay's group worked on 
resolving current controversies sur-
rounding die separation of church and 
state. 
'The ACLU, the media and some 
odiers involved in die congress want 
to erect a high wall between church 
and state dial cannot be breached. 
This was not die purpose of the found-
ing fadiers. George Washington said, 
'Religion and morality are die pillars 
of our poliucal system.' If you chop 
out religion and morality from our 
poliucal system, eidier die political 
system will fall or you will have to 
change die form of government," 
Livesay said. 
STEREO REPAIR 
VCR's • TV's • Microwave's 
Affordable • Warranties 
Student Discounts 
All makes and models 
ALCOMP Electronics 
56 9th St. 846-5127 
EUROPEAN TOUR 
• LU Students and friends 
•Optional senior credit 
• May 12-27,1992 
• Professionally guided 
•Space limited- apply now 
•Package price: $2,293 
from Washington, D.C. 
Inquiring minds . . . 
photo by Andy Patftrton 
Ellis Gracejohn enjoys her break between classes 
while reading The Champion. Gracejohn is a sopho-
more from India majoring in child psychology 
_ Deer 
Continued from Page 1 
expects to return a plan of action 
widiin one or two weeks. 
Other Business 
In odier business, the Council de-
nied a rezoning proposal submitted 
by die Hill City Construction Com-
pany. Anodier item discussed in die 
public hearing included petitions for 
property rezoning. One such petition 
by die Hill City Construction Com-
pany met with opposiuon from resi-
dents of Heritage Hills, an isolated 
group of homes on die west edge of 
Lynchburg. The homes in Heritage 
Hills arc currendy under R-l zoning, 
which stipulates 100-foot frontage in 
front of homes. 
The Hill City Construction Com-
pany proposed R-2 zoning, which 
would allow for lower priced homes 
with 75-foot frontage to be con-
structed in a 13-acre lot adjacent to 
Heritage Hills. 
A resident of die development, 
Patricia Boven, spoke out in opposi-
tion to die proposal. "We are a small 
group of cidzens being pushed around 
by large developers and entrepre-
neurs," Boven said. "We presented a 
petition signed by all but two fami-
lies in the Heritage Hills division 
who don't want dieir property value 
to depreciate by this new subdivision 
which is lesser in value." 
England, France, Switzerland 
Germany, Russia, Finland 
LU sponsors: Dean Forbus & 
Dr. Adkins (525-5440) 
School of Business and Covt. 
ext. 2916 or 2480 
Dorm 23, Rm 104 or 123 
<% 
K> Engaged? <%>* 
Then here is your chance to tell the 
world! As a special service to LU 
students, The Champion will soon be 
printing engagement/wedding photographs 
and information. These articles will create 
lasting memories and allow your friends 
and teachers to share in your happiness. 
Just contact our Feature Editor to 
find out the details. . . and congratulations! 
& <fy> 'tf 
i* S 
Campus Calendar 
Tuesday 
Pro-Life Prayer Vigil 
A prayer vigil will be held Tues-
day outside the Roanoke Medi-
cal Center For Women at 4 p.m. 
until 9 p.m. Questions, call David 
Lytle at 237-1036. 
Monday - Thursday 
Circle K 
The Circle K club will sell 
Thanksgiving balloons in the 
DeMoss Atrium Monday through 
Thursday. 
The cost is $1 per balloon. Circle 
K will be delivering the balloons to 
dorm rooms Friday. 
Friday 
The Circle K club will host t 
hayride at Camp Hide-A-Way 
Friday at 7 p.m. The cost is $2 fo< 
non-paid members and free to 
Circle K paid members. 
Correction 
In the Nov. 12 issue of The 
Champion, the article "Senate 
seeks limited administration 
review" said, "The student 
senate passed an amendment 
Thursday that placed limits on 
administrative review. . ." The 
senate did not pass the bill 
We apologize for the error 
CHRISTMAS I 
at the 
MARKET 
(Saturday & (Sunday 
Nov 3 0 & Dec 1 
19 
4 
^ 
tes'TF-
. ^ 
ty 
Wtaltfr<^^a| 
r Saturday <*>_ \.--2rm Saturday 
December 7 
6:30pm 
% 
CITY ARMORY | 
Exquisite handcrafted orignals JH 
& fine #(t items -|j 
I 
Krcc Admission * | 
-?• (Sponsored by the friends of the Lynchburg Community Market 3 
Join Us Tor A Beouti/uf Evening Of Dining Anif 
Entertoinment In A Speciaf Atmosphere Created 
Just lor This Evening. 
Tickets Are $10.00 I'er Person And May He 
Purchased In The DeMoss Atrium Or The 
SGA Office In David's Pface. 
Tickets AvaifaWe Storting Nov. 18 lor Juniors & Sen 
And Starting Nov. 25 lor 1'reshmeii &,' vSophomores 
torsi's 
lor More Information Or To Purchase Tickets 
CaU E*t. 2323 
.Sponsored My The Student Government Association 
fc 
* 
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Edwards defeats Duke in Louisiana's election 
NEW ORLEANS (UPI) - Former 
Gov. Edwin Edwards, declaring 
"reason and compassion" had reigned 
in Louisiana, scored a decisive vic-
tory Saturday in his racially charged 
battle for governor with ex-Klans-
man David Duke. 
With 99 percent of the vote counted, 
Edwards had 1,059,743 votes or 61 
percent and Duke 680,070 votes or 
39 percent. 
Duke conceded in an address to 
supporters at Baton Rouge shortly 
after 10:30 p.m. EST, moments after 
Edwards declared victory in a 
speech to supporters at a downtown 
Bourbon Street hotel. 
'Tonight, reason and compassion 
reigned in Louisiana; tonight, con-
cern and respect for all people, all 
races and creeds and faiths and be-
liefs blossomed and bloomed," the 
Democratic governor-elect told the 
cheering crowd. 
Edwards said "let the word go 
forth" that Louisiana is a good place 
to live, work, and raise children. 
'Tonight, Louisiana went to the 
top of the class," he said. "Louisiana 
became the first to turn back the 
merchant of hate, the master of de-
ceit. Tonight is the first night of our 
journey to decency, to honesty, to 
fairness, to justice, to respect, to honor 
and to hard work." 
Edwards said he wanted the nation 
to recognize that Louisiana had "re-
jected the demagoguery and re-
nounced irrational fear, dark suspi-
cions, evil bigotry, and chosen a fu-
ture of hope and trust and love for all 
of God's children." 
Duke, standing with his two young 
daughters at his side, said his cam-
paign may have failed, but not his 
message. 
"The candidate may have lost, but 
the message goes out loud and clear 
across Louisiana and across this whole 
country, ladies and gentleman," the 
maverick Republican candidate said 
in a rambling speech, blinking back 
tears at times. 
"And that message is very clear, 
that if we don't turn around our cities 
and our nation, we will lose them." 
CNN, NBC, ABC and CBS earlier 
had projected Edwards the winner 
after the polls closed at 8 p.m. CBS 
said Edwards had won a majority of 
the votes that went to defeated Re-
publican 
Gov. 
Buddy Ro-
emer in the 
Oct 19 pri-
mary. 
A l s o , 
n e t w o r k 
projections 
showed 
Edwards 
had re-
c e i v e d 
nearly all 
the black vote and large numbers of 
white votes, and in an interview with 
a New Orleans television station he 
said he was pleased by the united 
support. 
"I'm very proud of the black people 
that have supported me in these times, 
but I'm glad that we're all together 
again," he told WDSU-TV. 
Edwards, a former three-term gov-
ernor, said the coalition of business, 
labor, blacks and whites that voted for 
him marked a new era. 
"That's never happened before in 
Louisiana 
politics," 
he said. "I 
d o n ' t 
know if 
it'll ever 
happen 
again, but 
it's sure 
good for 
Louisi-
ana, and 
I'm not 
going to 
"Louisiana became the first 
to turn back the merchant 
of hate, the master of deceit. 
Tonight is the first night 
of our journey to decency, to 
honesty, to justice, to respect, 
to honor and to hard work." 
- Edwin Edwards 
Louisiana governor 
drop the ball. We're going to make 
this thing work." 
Voters were waiting before dawn 
when the polls opened at 6 a.m. and 
the Edwards campaign operated a get-
out-the-vote drive in black neighbor-
hoods of New Orleans until voting 
was halted at 8 p.m. 
State officials predicted up to 75 
percent of the state's 2.2 million reg-
istered voters would vote, which 
would be the largest turnout for a 
general election since 69 percent in 
1979. 
Duke, flanked by his two daugh-
ters and under heavy security, rode in 
an open red convertible to a polling 
station in his hometown Mctairic, a 
New Orleans suburb, to cast his own 
ballot. 
Pollsters gave former Edwards a 6-
10 point advantage over Duke, but 
they were wary of their own findings 
because they said some white voters 
are afraid to tell them they will vote 
for Duke, fearing they will be called 
racists. 
Duke, once a grand wizard of the 
Ku Klux Klan, has denied being a 
racist and said that as governor, he 
would be able to heal racial tension. 
He acknowledged past mistakes but 
insisted he has changed. 
"Win or lose, we are sending a 
tremendous message out that you can 
stand up," he said. 
Edwards, 64, a Democrat tried but 
acquitted in 1986 on fraud and rack-
eteering charges, had voted by ab-
sentee ballot, and spent the afternoon 
relaxing and conferring with aides in 
the ballroom of the Monteleone Hotel 
in New Orleans's historic French 
Quarter. 
"I plan to send a tough, hard mes-
sage to America that Louisiana is not 
David Duke and David Duke is not 
Louisiana," he said. Edwards served 
as governor from 1984 to 1988. 
The runoff election pitted Edwards 
and Duke, who received the most 
votes in the Oct. 19 primary but failed 
to secure a simple majority. In Lou-
isiana state elections, all candidates, 
regardless of party, run together. 
Bob Courtney, first assistant sec-
retary of state, predicted that 72 to 75 
percent of the state's voters would go 
to the polls. The percentage of voters 
would be the highest turnout in a 
general election since 69 percent in 
1979. Courtney said more than 60,000 
voters had registered since the Oct. 
18 election in which Duke and 
Edwards outpolled Buddy Roemer. 
Bush asks for middle America's aid in capital gains tax cut 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)—Speak-
ing to 18,000 farm children from 
Middle America Wednesday, Presi-
dent Bush rejected as "hogwash" criti-
cism that he devotes too much time to 
foreign affairs, and vowed: "I will 
continue to work for peace" and an 
increased U.S. role in world trade. 
"I owe it to your generation and the 
next generation," Bush told the 64th 
annual convention of the Future Farm-
ers of America. The young crowd 
roared approval. 
Bush, the most traveled president in 
U.S. history, having visited 32 nations 
in less than three years, has been ac-
cused by congressional Democrats of 
short-changing domestic matters by 
spending too much time circling the 
globe. 
Polls also indicate that the Ameri-
can public feels that the president 
should spend more time at the White 
House, concentrating on such prob-
lems1 as the nagging recession. 
Taking the offensive, Bush rattled 
off his foreign achievements, such as 
liberating Kuwait, helping bring re-
form to Eastern Europe and arranging 
a landmark Middle East Peace con-
ference expected to resume later this 
month in Washington. He also cited 
his efforts to expand U.S. trade. 
"When I fight for free trade in Latin 
America or East Asia or Europe, some 
will carp and claim I'm pursuing for-
eign instead of domestic policy," the 
president said. 
"Well, to borrow a word you all 
understand, that's hogwash!" the 
president exclaimed. 
"Let the isolationists turn their backs 
on the historic opportunities before 
us," the president said. "I won't change 
my ways." 
He said, "I will never apologize for 
a single minute I devote to promoting 
America's interests abroad." 
Bush offered the spirited defense 
of his travel habits and interest in 
wOrld affairs a day after publicly vow-
ing to soon reschedule a 10-day Asian 
trip, which he had indefinitely post-
poned just the week before. 
The White House says Bush may 
depart by the end of the year for the 
trade mission to Korea, Japan and 
Singapore as well as Australia. 
Senate Democratic leader George 
Mitchell of Maine said of Bush' s off-
and-on Asian trip: "It's pathetic. It 
won't fool the American people." 
Bush was to return to Washington 
late Wednesday after attending a fund-
raiser in St Louis for Sen. Christo-
pher Bond, R-Mo. 
In addressing the farmer children 
in Kansas City's packed Municipal 
Auditorium, Bush appealed to 
Middle America to help him obtain 
from the Democratic-controlled 
Congress a capital gains tax cut that 
he insisted would spur economic 
growth. 
Bush, his own popularity being 
eroded by the recession, insisted that 
a reduction in capital gains taxes 
would be good for the entire country. 
"It would boost investment and jobs 
in every sector and in every industry 
in this nation," Bush said. 
"I wish you would help me get that 
message to Congress," the president 
said. "I know you have the clout." 
The ail- ' 
ing econ-
omy has 
cast a 
s h a d o w 
over Bush's 
campaign 
for a second 
term. He 
has repeat-
edly in-
sisted that 
In his speech to the future farmers, 
Bush also made a pitch for his re-
cently rejected legislation to reform 
banking. 
"We need to take the shackles off 
our banks and financial service com-
panies," he 
'When Might for free trade in Latin sa»d- "l 
have sent 
Congress a 
compre-
hens ive 
banking 
r e f o r m 
package, 
America or East Asia or Europe, 
some will carp and claim I'm 
pursuing foreign instead of 
domestic policy. Well, to borrow a 
word you all understand, that's 
hogwash!" 
_ . but again 
- George Bush
 c „ 
United States president ;sn> t g e t . 
the nation is climbing out of the reces-
sion, but many economic indicators 
suggest further trouble ahead. 
Wednesday, the government re-
ported that wholesale prices rose 0.7 
percent in October, the biggest in-
1 ease in a year. The White House had 
no immediate comment. 
ting the message. Would you want to 
start out in business with outmoded 
banking laws that won't allow Ameri-
can firms to compete on equal terms 
with the Japanese and Europeans?" 
Bush has tried to obtain a capital 
gains tax cut since taking office in 
January 1989. He has increased ef-
forts in recent weeks, following polls 
showing mounting public displeas-
ure with his handling of the slumping 
economy. 
The president has consistently 
blamed Democrats in Congress for 
blocking his "economic-growth ini-
tiatives," and Tuesday, while in New 
York, he cited the Senate Democratic 
leader by name. 
The president noted that there were 
nearly enough votes two years ago to 
obtain passage of a capital gains tax 
cut, but that Mitchell managed to block 
it 
"Eight months later," Bush said, 
"our economy slipped into a reces-
sion." 
On Capitol Hill, Mitchell, who 
argues a capital gains tax cut would 
merely be a break for the rich, 
shrugged off Bush's attack. 
"As the president's poll numbers 
go down, the administration gets 
more panicky. You can really call the 
White House panic city." 
Persian Gulf War bill totals $61.1 billion 
FROM WIRE SERVICES 
The final bill for the Persian Gulf 
War will be about $61.1 billion, 
Pentagon spokesman Pete Williams 
said recently. 
Williams, responding to a General 
Accounting Office report that sug-
gested the United States might actu-
ally turn an $800 million profit on the 
war because of excess contributions 
from the allies, said the United States 
will actually have to tap a special 
pool of taxpayers' money for another 
$2.8 billion once all the bills come 
due. 
He said the GAO report initially 
left the impression there would be 
money left over, but "if you read the 
whole report they kind of worked 
themselves around to" the Pentagon's 
version of the costs. 
Williams broke down the cost fig-
ures this way: 
• $47.1 billion in fiscal 1991 and 
1992 in costs to the Pentagon over 
and above normal operating costs for 
things such as ammunition, fuel, 
dangerous duty pay, transportation 
and the like. 
• $3.9 billion in future bills for bene-
fits provided to Desert Storm per-
sonnel who participated. 
• $5.8 billion in goods and services 
provided to the United States by 
Saudi Arabia and other nations. 
• $3.1 billion in costs from fiscal 
1990, when the operation was just 
beginning and before a special war 
fund was created. 
• $1.2 billion in U.S. equipment that 
was either destroyed or worn out 
during the war and which will not be 
replaced. 
Williams said allies have pledged 
$48.2 billion in cash, and the fiscal 
1991 and 1992 bills, along with the 
personnel benefits, add up to $51 
billion. That means, he said, that the 
amount of extra cash the Pentagon 
must get from a special war fund will 
be $2.8 billion. 
Finally, going to 
college can save you 
some 
CENTRAL VIRGINIA'S FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE COMPANY 
EACH OFFICE 
INDEPENDENTLY 
OWNED 
HOMES FOR SALE 
Timbeflike 
Remodeled 3 br ranch w/like iwxii. New roof, dec, tad 
plumming. Jacuzzi, skylights and much men. Priced to sell at 
only $62,000! 
Windsor Hills 
Our tour through this immaculate 4 br brick ranch will convince 
you, it has too many extras to pass up. Call today for private 
showing. 
Candler's Mountain 
New construction. 3 br, 2 bath, ranch with cathedral ceiling, 
Cam. mi, formal dining mi, on 1.30 acres. Buy now and choose 
your colors! $77,600 
Naruna 
Now listing! Super nice starter homo on 2+ acres. 2 br, 
hardwood floors, closed in side porch. Owner financing to 
qualified buyer. 535,000 
Stanley V ilia 
Don't miss your chance! 3 br, 1 1/2 bath, brick ranch won't last 
long at 57 5,000. Located just minutes from the mall, you can bo 
close to town yet enjoy country life. New construction, builder 
says buy today and be in by Christmas. 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
Remodeled 2 ilury. 3 br, full baaemmt. Reduced to $39,900. Call 
today! 
Rivcnnunt area. 3 br, 1 1/2 bath, 2 alary. Could be uaed for rental 
property. Only $49,950. • 
RENTALS 
Kollwood. 2 A 3 br lownhouses corniently located off Timberlake 
Rd. Range, frig-, dishwasher, washer and dryer. 5395 - $49S/month 
Jefferson Ridge. Beautiful Bedford county location featuring 1 br 
apart. 5285/inuiuh. 
Grand Arbre. 2 br townhouses with range and frig, fumiahed $425 
Stadium area. 2 br duplex with range, frig., dishwasher. $265 
ALSO FEATURING 
•Single family homos • for rent* 
Call for more details on availablity 
239-6960 
money. 
Bet you never thought 
you'd hear that. But just by 
being a student, you can 
get special prices on IBM 
PS/2*s—computers that will 
help you through school, 
and long after you get out. 
IBM otters a variety of 
PS/2 Selected Academic 
Solution* models to 
choose from. And 
with an IBM 
PS/2 Loan ss^ 
Ass^Wiil iffiliiiffipp 
Professional Counseling and Medical Services 
"A Christian Alternative" 
2900 Old Forest Road 
Lynchburg, VA 24502 
384-1581 
Health Services 
Liberty University 
582-2514 
" "*"*"" j f X for Learning, 
you can own one for as little as $30 a month* and take up to five 
years to pay. Buy now and you'll get a special Bonus Pack+ worth 
over $1,000 in savings on air travel, phone calls, software and more. 
So while the price of college keeps going up, at least the price of 
succeeding is on its way down. Visit your campus outlet to find out 
how to make a PS/2 dick for you. 
CAMPUS CONTACT 
ERIC FLEEGAL 
582-2267 
•Thiii ultet is available to nonprolit higher education institutions, (hen students, laculty and stall, as well as to noi ipiotil K 12 institutions, then lacully and statt These 
IBM Selected Academic Solutions aie available through participating campus outlets. IBM Aulnonzed PC Dealeisceitilied to remarket Selected Academic Solutions 
01 IBM 1 800 222 7257 Prices quoted do not include sales tan. handling and/or processing charges Check wrlh your campus outlet regarding these charges 
Ordeis are sub|ect to availability Puces are subject to change and IBM may wilhdiaw Ihe oiler at an/ Ume without notice "PS/2 Loan tor Learning lets you borrow 
$1,500 $8,000 Monthly payment is based upon 100% Irnancing repaid in 60 monthly installments and includes the 1% guaiantee lee The interest rale is 
nubir subject to change each month Amou/il financed $1,699 (months 112. $30, months 13 30, $.30 months 37-60, $4892) APR 10 386% nhe Bonus Pack 
• •<p:ies December 31,1991 IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks ol International Business Machines Cuipuration (.^ 1991 IBM Corp 
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Editorial 
"...Where the spirit of the 
Lord is, there is Liberty." 
II Corinthians 3:17 
Thanksgiving changes 
as we grow older 
As children, Thanksgiving meant Pilgrims and Indians. School hallways resurrected frontier icons 
on bulletin boards swirling with adventure. Visions of wilder-
ness and muskets painted a mysteriously splendid portrait of 
days gone by. 
We sat courteously on the floor listening to our teacher's 
glassy voice reenact red men and white men jointly thanking 
God for a bountiful harvest. Colorfully illustrated books 
seemed to breathe and swell with pride. 
Provided with scissors, construction paper and crayons, tiny 
hands went to work. We chewed our upper lips in utter con-
centration as snipping scissors followed cautiously traced 
lines. Several hours and grocery bags later, we adorned 
ourselves in Pilgrim garb. Refrigerators and cabinet doors 
served as showcases for remnants of that blessed Thanks 
giving day. 
As young adults, Thanksgiving meant "big table" people and 
"little table" people. The extra table leaves, usually hidden 
behind winter coats in the hall closet, transformed the dining 
room table into a sturdy platform. 
We toted out the lace tablecloth Mom saved for special 
occasions and gingerly spread it over the worn oak surface. We 
methodically placed the good china—the kind never allowed 
in the dishwasher — upon the ivory linen. We folded cloth 
napkins and giggled at the need for a dessert fork. 
Platter by platter, Mom strategically choreographed the 
position of each food item. Roast turkey with bread stuffing, 
harvest vegetables vinaigrette, royal cranberry mold, honey 
bread twists, black-bottom pumpkin pie and old-fashioned 
carrot cake left little room for a centerpiece. 
Informed that we'd sit at a "kids" table, our eyebrows raised 
in a questioning fashion. Squeezed between cousins and 
church company, we sat at card tables disguised in stain 
resistant coverings. Still, the gravy boat centerpiece was regal 
enough, and the mismatched chairs symbolized the wonder-
fully awkward transition in our lives. 
As college students, Thanksgiving simply means Mom and 
Dad. The once novel sights and sounds of campus now suggest 
a scene all too familiar. College expectations drain us of our 
energy and at night leave us weaving a web of dreams only 
loosely connected, praying we'll not soon awaken. 
We fumble through the days clinging to glimpses of the 
break to come. A mental image of Mom tending to our every 
whim brings a smile to our faces. In a moment of reflection, 
we shake our heads and thank God for her loving spirit too 
seldom appreciated. 
Thanksgiving might mean Pilgrims and Indians. It might 
mean "big table" people and "little table" people. It might 
mean Mom and Dad Or perhaps, it means a combination of 
each one. 
In each of our lives, the face of Thanksgiving has changed, 
but it's still smiling. 
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The Champion Forum 
Policies 
The Champion welcomes 
members of the community to 
submit letters to the editor on 
any subject. 
Letters should not exceed 300 
words and must be signed. The 
Champion asks that all letters 
be typed. 
All material submitted be-
comes the property of The 
Champion. 
The Champion reserves the 
right to accept, reject or edit 
any letter received, according 
to the policies of The Cham-
pion 
The deadline for all letters 
is 6 p.m. Thursday. 
Please address all letters to 
"Editor, The Champion" and 
drop them off in DH 109 or 
mail to Box 22581, Liberty 
University, Lynchburg, Va. 
24506-8001. 
Off The Record 
^ ^ ^ u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Credit card cap provides 'pleasant surprise' 
The sale of LU's North Campus 
inconveniencedeveryone from students 
to faculty members a little as "mass 
moving" took place on Friday. 
Although it's rough to have every-
thing set up for the semester and then 
find you are back to square one, I 
would like to address those who will 
be gaining new roommates. 
Sure, it is an inconvenience to have 
people move into your room; but what 
about those who are moving in? They 
didn't exactly plan it this way either. 
Let's keep a Christian attitude about 
the situation and live with the incon-
venience for the short time it will last. 
000 
The United States Senate has this 
knack for surprising me with the things 
it comes up with; however, this time 
it's quite a pleasant surprise. Banks 
JEFFREY A. COTA 
Editor 
may soon be faced with an interest-rate 
cap on the amount they can charge on 
Visa, MasterCard and other credit 
cards. The Senate passed the measure 
74-19 Wednesday shortly after Presi-
dent George Bush called for banks to 
cut their credit-card rates. 
The cap will be based on the rate the 
Internal Revenue Service charges on 
overdue taxes plus four percentage 
points. The IRS rate fluctuates de-
pending on changes in market rates. 
If the cap were to take effect immedi-
ately, die rate would be 14 percent; a 
far cry from the current 18.78 percent 
TOPTENCOUNTDo 
By Douglas R. Dempsey 
Feature/Opinion Editor 
Things that are worse off 
than the Thanksgiving 
turkey 
10. LU football ticket scalper. 
VV 9. Quality control manager at the cafeteria 
* j * 8. The winner of the "Date with a Ken-
M nedy" contest. 
¥ 
A 7. Anita Hill's boyfriend w 
t 6. The neighbor of that woman who keeps • bellowing "I've fallen and I can't get up!" ty 
f j 5. The guy who has to paint the yellow 
* 
ft 
* 
ft 
* 
lines on really busy roads. 
4. Stunt double for a crash dummy. 
3. Chernobyl health inspector. 
2. Student tour guide in Tiananmen 
Square. 
1. Cleveland Indians baseball fan. 
' v ^ * ^ ^ * ^ * ^ * ^ * 
¥ 
average. 
The House has yet to consider the 
measure; and if industry lobbyists 
have anything to say about it, the cap 
will be shot down faster than you can 
say "pseudo-money." 
000 
GOP nomination challenge? It 
wascon firmed Thursday that columnist 
Pat Buchanan will challenge Bush in 
die New Hampshire primary Feb. 18 
and will formally announce after 
Thanksgiving, according to Edward 
Rollins and Howard Phillips. Rollins 
managed Ronald Reagan's campaign 
in 1984. Phillips is a member of die 
Conservative Caucus Foundation. 
Bush supporters are not taking 
Buchanan seriously. Charles Black, a 
Bush political strategist, said: "If he 
runs, it's doomed to failure." 
White House spokesman Marlin 
Fitzwater seemed to tiiink there have 
been enough Buchanans who have 
served as president (referring to Presi-
dent James Buchanan) when he said, 
"We already had one Buchanan." 
The election of Buchanan may not 
be as unrealistic as some may think. 
According to USA Today, some con-
servatives believe that the columnist 
could receive as much as 30 percent of 
the New Hampshire vote. That may 
just be enough to make believers out 
of Black and Fitzwater. 
000 
Finally! A profound statement from 
Vice President Dan Quayle, but die 
problem is, except for NBC, mere was 
no broadcast of his statement. 
Shortly after Earvin "Magic" 
Johnson announced mat he would be 
retiring from tlicNBA after contracting 
HIV, die virus responsible for AIDS, 
Quayle said thai he felt Johnson was 
relaying die wrong message to kids. 
Rather than advocatesafesex.Quayle 
recommendsabstinence. It'sabouttime 
a nationally known secular-figure has 
taken a stand from a moral perspective. 
It gets old listening to "role models" 
spewing their liberal views at our youth. 
000 
Words of Wisdom: "What can you 
say about a society that says that 
God is dead and Elvis is alive?" 
— IrvKupcinet 
ig|~Ltr Forum 
State needed 
Duke as 
governor 
Editor, 
I would like to respond to die David 
Duke articles in last week's paper. 
After living in Louisiana for tiiree 
years and knowing die poor economy 
first hand, I am sure mat die state 
needs him as governor. 
Buddy Roemer has done me state 
nothing but harm. The people are sick 
of the mess die state is in and want to 
see die state's conditions improve. 
The democratic leadership of die past 
has neglected the educational system 
and have done die young people in the 
state a great disservice. 
I have personally met Mr. Duke and 
think he is a fine man. All die (mosdy 
Northern) public hears is what die 
liberal media wants diem to hear. 
Such as his past involvement witii die 
.KKK. 
Well, he has turned from dial and is 
no longer apart of it. Doesn't diat 
say somediing?! 
Iguess I'm just sick of die bad rap 
he gets. So don't knock him until you 
have lived under die poor conditions 
in Louisiana. The people are ready 
for a change. 
Mr. Dempsey, I also don't see how 
you can call Mr. Duke "morally of-
fensive" since it is obvious diat you 
have never met him due to your lack 
of knowledge of his character. 
Jeremy Williams 
Veterans Day 
deserved more 
attention 
Editor, 
My seminary experience at Liberty 
has been a good one and I amabetter 
servant for having been here. 
I am, however, disappointed diat 
we, as a university, neglected to pay 
proper observance to veterans and 
their families on Nov. 11. How quickly 
we forget in our efforts to move on, 
that freedom is not free and many still 
pay a price individually for our corpo-
rate liberties. 
May I suggest diat proper reflec-
tion on your past enhances die bright-
ness of your future. 
Jim Freeland 
Engagement deadline 
This Wednesday is die final dead-
line for submitting engagement an-
nouncements to The Champion. 
We will print all the announcements 
in a special section included in die last 
Champion of die semester on Dec 3. 
Forms are available in DH 109. 
Additional information is available by 
calling ex t. 2471. 
Anyone who dropped off a picture 
for die engagement announcement 
and would like die picture returned 
can pick up die photo between 9 a.m. -
4 p.m. in DH 109 any day after Dec. 4 
A nswers, Please We asked students: By Danielle Peters 
"What are you thankful for?" 
"A wonderful wife, 
a new baby (on the 
way) and a new 
house because 
they're all from the 
Lord." 
"My wonderful parents 
who are willing to sac-
rifice everything so I 
can have the best." 
"I'm thankful that I get 
the opportunity to spend 
time with my family be-
cause I think it is impor-
tant in order to continue 
our good relationship." 
Mark Senitz 
Monterey, Calif. 
Carolyn Wilburn 
Fairfax, Va. 
Sekou Laidlow 
Baltimore, Md. 
"I'm so thankful for 
my country after 
spending the 
summer in Hun-
gary last year." 
"I'm most thankful for 
choices and options. 
Wouldn't life be boring 
if decisions were made 
for us?" 
"I'm thankful that most 
peopledon't accept that 
what's happening is just 
a case of others suffer-
ing." 
Michelle Rifle 
Charleston, Va. 
Jason Westfall 
Santa Cruz, Calif. 
Jenn Gargan, 
Derry, N.H. 
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Liberty Godparent Home offers 
girls an alternative to abortion 
Beside Still Waters 
. . — . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . I 
ByLAURITEVEPAUGH 
Champion Reporter 
A 16 year-old girl has just learned 
that she is pregnant. Frightened and 
unprepared, what can she do? She 
does not want to disappoint her par-
ents, and her boyfriend wants nothing 
more to do with her. To whom can 
she turn? 
She stumbles to the pay phone. She 
starts to dial her best friend's number 
but quickly hangs up. She lifts the 
receiver again and dials 1-800-LG-
CHILD. 
"Hello. Pregnancy Counseling 
Center," a voice answers. 
The girl has just reached the Liberty 
Godparent Ministry, an organization 
that offers an alternative to abortion. 
The Godparent Home offers unwed 
mothers a place to live and provides 
the medical service required to deliver 
their babies. 
"We have the facilities to house 66 
girls; however, due to lack of funds, 
there are currently only enough staff 
members to care for 22 girls," Julie 
Clinton, director of the home, said. 
To obtain residency, the girls must 
call the helpline and request an appli-
cation. There is no discrimination; 
however, if the staff feels that they 
cannot give adequate help in a particu-
lar situation, the young lady is referred 
to someone who can. 
"We have an admissions commit-
tee, and girls are only rejected if we 
feel we cannot meet their needs. There 
are almost 900 pro-life agencies 
across the country that we can refer 
them to," Clinton said. 
The Liberty Godparent Ministry was 
founded on Jan. 22,1982. Outraged 
by the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision, 
which legalized abortions, the Rev. 
Jerry Falwell spoke out boldly against 
abortion. A reporter asked Falwell 
why he did not offer an alternative; 
and as a result, the Godparent Min-
istry was formed. 
The ministry is an outgrowth of the 
ministries of Thomas Road Baptist 
Church. It is a non-profit institution, 
funded solely by donations. 
ThcGodparcnt 
Ministry isaslatc-
liccnsed agency 
which is com-
posed of three 
differentserviccs: 
Crisis Pregnancy 
Counseling Cen-
ter, the Liberty 
Godparent Ma-
ternity Home and 
FamilyLifcServ-
ices. 
Family Life 
Servicesexists in-
dependently of 
the Liberty God-
parent Home. It 
is an adoption 
agency licensed 
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Every day brings new 
challenges and new 
worries for students 
"If yc then be 
risen with Christ, 
seek those things 
which arc above, 
whcrcChristsiltcth 
on the right hand of Sttfet.-^J 
NELSON 
CHAPMAN 
Staff Columnist 
Pictured is the front entrance to the Liberty Godparent Home. 
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by the commonwealth of Virginia to 
provide child placement and adoption 
services. Staff members carefully place 
children into loving Christian families, 
Clinton said. 
The Crisis Pregnancy Counseling 
Center includes a 24-hour helpline, 
crisis intervention and free pregnancy 
testing, Clinton said. 
The foundation on which the God-
parent Ministry rests consists of Chris-
tian values, confidentiality and a com-
mitment to life. Moral principles are 
taught regarding sexuality and family 
life. In each unwed mother's case, 
Jesus Christ's love is demonstrated by 
supporting one life and sparing a new 
one, Clinton said. 
The Godparent Home staff mem-
bers are all Christians. The agency 
utilizes both professionals and volun-
teers. 
The staffs primary objectives in-
clude the following to share Christ's 
unconditional love and explain the 
way of salvation; to provide a com-
prehensive plan for the care and devel-
opment of the women; to specify the 
alternatives to abortion; and to offer 
services without regard to race, color, 
legal residence, economic status, abil-
ity to pay or religious affiliation. 
The home offers the girls more than 
just a place to sleep. "High-school -age 
girls can go to classes here, and teach-
ers from LCA (Lynchburg Christian 
Academy) come here," Clinton ex-
plained. "Thecollcge-age girls can take 
LUSLL (Liberty University School of 
Life Long Learning) classes." 
An accreditation program is offered 
to high school girls through Lynchburg 
Christian Academy, which will trans-
fer credits to their home schools or 
make them eligible to graduate from 
LCA. 
School begins at 8:10 a.m. and dis-
misses at 3 p.m. every weekday. 
Women in college can participate in 
the life skills education program. The 
women are also able to participate in 
LUSLL. In addition to school work, 
the girls have responsibilities around 
the home. 
They are required toexercise in order 
to stay healthy. A modem gymnasium 
provides them with ample space for 
running, playing ball and enjoying 
aerobics. 
The girls are also required to take 
Lamaze classes. The girls are coached 
by their "big sisters." Female LU stu-
dents can become big sisters for Chris-
tian Service credit. Each applicant is 
evaluated on an individual basis. 
After all the work is done, the girls 
enjoy some fun. 
"We take them to the malls, on field 
Hart of the Matter 
State of apathy can lead 
to neglect of obligations 
Have you ever wrestled with apathy 
during the last few weeks before a 
holiday? If you don't feel like answer-
ing thai question, I won't hold it against 
you. 
Apathy is defined as a "lack of feel-
ing, or indifference." Although this 
condition implies willful neutrality, it 
actually holds a negative oonm nation. 
S imply put, it means not caring about a 
single blessed thing. 
In high school, I developed a nasty 
habit of starting my vacation two weeks 
before the actual holiday. This addic-
tive pattern later applied to any upcom-
ing holiday... Canada's Independence 
Day, Hanukkah... it made no differ-
ence. 
I still find myself slipping into that 
apathetic stage, unwilling and unable 
to concentrate on the matter at hand. In 
fact, this apathy soon began to mani-
fest itself in outright rebellion. Some-
times, I even squeeze the toothpaste 
from the middle of the tube. 
As college students, it's always ex-
tremely difficult to maintain a focused 
outlook on our studies. However, with 
a holiday right around the comer, it's 
nearly impossible. Thoughts of family 
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andfriendseasilytakeprecedenceover 
impersonal tests and papers. 
"Johnathan, have you studied at all 
for thai big accounting test? Youknow, 
the one thatcounLs for 30 percent of our 
grade?" 
"Actually, I've been packing. When 
Thanksgiving is only 216 hours away, 
I could care less about accounting." 
"Don't you want to make a good 
grade?" 
"Ohplease,rdratherpayhard-eamed 
money to see 'Cool as Ice.'" 
Before that indifference leads to dis-
regard for your actir •'s, it's imperative 
that you recognize the apathy in your 
own lifestyle. It's for this reason that 
I've compiled the following indica-
tions. You might be apathetic if... 
• You solve the "hitting the snooze 
button 15 times" problem by simply 
not setting your alarm at all. 
• You inadvertently put on black 
dress socks instead of dark blue ones, 
SEVERAL HIIUUTeS LRTfR OVTSlOf. 
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but don't feel like bending over again 
to change them. 
• You blatantly take a third napkin 
after reading 'TWO NAPKINS PER 
PERSON. PLEASE HELP CON-
SERVE NATURAL RESOURCES." 
• You brashly throw your cafeteria 
tray down the silverware chute and 
place your silverware on the conveyor 
belt. 
• You accidentally throw your paper 
trash in the DeMoss "soda can recep-
tacles," but then think it's kinda funny. 
• You blaze into the library between 
the hours of 7:30 and 11 p.m. without 
showing any identification. 
I realize that some of the previous 
examples are lame; but I'm tired, I'm 
hungry, and I look like Droopy on 
ether. Yet, at die same time, perhaps 
they better illustrate the effects of apa-
diy than cleverly contrived examples 
ever could. 
TrucapaUiy isadangcrousreality of 
college life. Still, we must not allow 
anticipation of celebrations miles away 
to overshadow die obligation. of stud-
ies right here, right now. 
1 really ought to finish this article 
now. I've got some unpacking to do. 
By DUANNE BARBOUR 
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trips, to private pools to swim, on pic-
nics and to LU sporting events and 
concerts," Clinton said. 
The spiritual aspcctofdicgirl'slives 
is greatly emphasized. They attend 
Thomas Road Baptist Church every 
Sunday and Wednesday. The girls arc 
encouraged to have daily personal 
devotions. 
Because of die spiritual emphasis of 
die program, almost all of die girls 
leave die home as different people. 
"Many girls come as Christians, but 
of those who do not, die majority leave 
as Christians," Clinton sa:J 
Expressing sonic rewarding aspects 
of the m inistry, Clinton said: "The most 
rewarding aspect is seeing a young 
lady become a Chrisuan and change 
her life to become a champion for die 
Lord. It is rewarding to see a young 
lady who has seen no love previously 
receive it now, and to sec her utilize all 
die LGH services for die future." 
God.SclyouraffccUonontJiingsabovc, 
not on diings on the earth." Colossians 
3:1,2. 
"Therefore, I say unto you, Take no 
diought for your life, what yc shall cat, 
or what yc shall drink; nor yet for your 
body, what yc shall put on. Is not the 
life more man meat, and die body dian 
raiment?" Matt. 6:25 
Each new day brings different situ-
ations, challenges and questions. Each 
one, if not kept in proper perspecUvc, 
adds up to spell a-n-x-i-c-l-y. When 
anxiety controls your mind, you can 
be sure to be worrying about every-
thing from A to Z. If you allow your-
self to let your mind dwell on die 
diings of this world, you will be in 
constant anxiety about your car, tui-
tion, homework, dorm room, family, 
date, clodics, next meal, hair and time 
schedule. 
Is it really necessary to trouble 
yourself widi die diings of this world? 
The answer is a resounding "No." To 
take your eyes off the things of this 
world, you must direct youreyes toward 
die diings of God. You can break any 
kind of anxiety tiiat you have by trust-
ing die Lord to take care of the situ-
ation and by striving after die right-
eousness of God. We find written in 1 
Peter 5:7: "Casting all your care upon 
him; for he carcth 
for you." God is just 
waiting for you to 
place your anxieties 
in His loving hands. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = = i Arc you worrying 
about the future? Worrying about if 
you'll have a roof over your head to-
morrow? Sweating over money? 
Do exams have you wringing your 
hands? Well, in Matthew 6:33,34, 
Jesus says: "But seek ye first die king-
dom of God, and his righteousness; 
and all tiicsc diings shall be added unto 
you. Take tiicrcforc no diought for die 
morrow: for die morrow shall lake 
diought for die diings of itself. Suffi-
cient unto the day is die evil thereof." 
The center of our attention is to be 
die glorification of God and die fur-
dicrance of His eternal kingdom, not 
die temporary and material diings of 
this life. Better yet, that center of our 
attention is to be our obsession. 
When it is Christ Who is in die 
center of your life, all things fall into 
place around Him. He will bless those 
who choose to live for the kingdom of 
God and tiiosc who pursue His right-
eousness widi the very diings dial tiiey 
worry about obtaining. He will take 
care of your every need. Did you catch 
dial? When in an intimate walk widi 
Christ, He will take care of your every 
need, not your every want. 
So, where is your mind? Is it on die 
diings of earth or heaven? Think about 
it today while you think about 
tomorrow. 
dB The Lighter Side Iron deficiencies can be negated 
by a change in dietary habits 
Iron presents a major problem for 
many Americans, and I'm not talking 
about die appliance you use on your 
clodies. 
"I'm feeling tired today, but I know 
why. I forgot to take my vitamin pill," 
a friend of mine used to say. She was 
convinced that die iron in die pills 
made her feel more energetic. 
Another friend of mine used to cringe 
every time she found herself crunching 
on ice. "Oh no! I must be low on iron," 
she would say, referring to something 
she had once read in a magazine. 
Personally, I worry about iron just 
before I give blood. Since I inherited 
my parents' tendency to be iron-defi-
cient, I have been rejected as a donor 
several times because my hemoglobin 
count is too low. 
Clearly, consuming enough iron 
concerns many people. 
If you 're like me, you probably could 
recite die foods dial are good sources 
of iron in your sleep. Each time die 
blood bank or Red Cross has turned me 
down, die nurse gives me a handy litde 
guide to foods diat are rich sources of 
iron. I had already been eating a lot of 
die foods on die list, but every time I 
would try to increase my intake. 
For those of you who don't have a 
collection of lists of iron-rich foods, 
here are a few of die major sources: 
DEBBIE 
REECE 
Copy Editor 
meats, fish, poultry, whole grains, 
enriched breads and cereals, legumes 
(beans and peas), nuts, dark greens and 
dried fruits. 
If you have an iron problem and 
don't eat many of die foods on this list, 
tiien changing your diet could be just 
what you need. 
For me, dial hasn' t been die answer; 
and ncidicr were iron supplements. I 
kept searching for an answer, and I 
have now found a couple of factors that 
may be die key to your iron problem. 
First,eating dairy foodscausessome 
people to lose iron tiirough tiieir intes-
tines. Dr. John McDougall, a nutrition-
ist in Santa Rosa, Calif., reported after 
reviewing studies on die topic: "Dairy 
products are die cause of at least 50 
percent of childhood iron deficiency 
anemia and an unknown percentage of 
anemia found in adults; this condition 
results from bleeding of the small in-
testine caused by dairy proteins and is 
not responsive to iron therapy until 
milk and otiicr dairy foods are elimi-
nated." 
Second, a deficiency of copper can 
prevent your body from properly di-
gesting and using die iron in your diet. 
"Copper deficiency has been mistaken 
for iron deficiency because of low 
hemoglobin values," the January/Feb-
ruary issue of Nutrition Today re-
ported. A clue that copper deficiency 
may be die root of your problem is dial 
die low hemoglobin values do not 
respond to iron supplements. 
The best way to get die copper you 
need is by changing your diet. Whole 
grains are rich sources of copper. For 
instance, whole wheat bread contains 
twice as much as white bread. In fact, 
all plant foods are good sources of 
copper. (Interestingly, dairy products 
are low in copper.) 
Anodicr way is to lake a supple-
ment, but this can result in greater 
problems in die long run. For instance, 
a supplement widi high levels of zinc 
can cause a deficiency of copper. 
So far, being careful to eat lots of 
foods rich in copper and iron, avoiding 
a supplement dial might cause nutrient 
imbalances (such as an overload of 
zinc dial depletes the body's copper) 
and limiting my intake of dairy foods 
seems to be working for me. Last time 
I went to give blood I passed die 
hemoglobin lest widi Hying colors. 
These changes might be die answer 
to your problem too. 
photo by J«tl Smith 
Pictured above is a car used to promote Substance Abuse Week, held Nov. 11-16. The car 
was used to show students one of the consequences of abusing drugs. 
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Are there 
spies in 
the NFL? 
Accusations about "spies" have 
been flying around in the National 
Football League for the past couple 
of weeks. Sure, there may have 
been instances once in awhile in the 
past; but the paranoia has been taken 
to new heights this season. 
The New York Giants began the 
finger-pointing after their loss to 
the Washington Redskins three 
weeks ago. Giants' coach Ray 
Handley claimed that the Redskins 
"knew a little more than they should 
have" about the Giants' offensive 
schemes. 
The Giants think Washington sent 
a "spy" masquerading as a reporter 
to watch what was going on during 
practice. 
Right. TheGiants' training facil-
ity is closed to the media while they 
are practicing on the field. The only 
way for the media to see what is 
going on during the actual practice 
is through a window from a build-
ing overlooking the field, the 
"skybox." 
Is it possible? Of course. But 
what intricate plans could one get 
from up there? The reporter would 
not have heard anything that was 
going on. It seems New York is 
getting a little carried away with 
this whole intelligence bit. More 
likely, the Giants were making a 
lame excuse for blowing a game 
that they controlled the first half. 
Besides, does it really pay to 
gather "intelligence" on an oppo-
nent? Redskins' coach Joe Gibbs 
once said that when he accepted a 
spy report on a team, the Redskins 
lost by 30 points. 
Gibbs did admit to using a source 
in preparation for the Redskins' 
game with the Houston Oilers on 
Nov. 3. Tom Rossley, head coach 
at Southern Methodist University, 
provided his input on the Oilers' 
complex "run and shoot" offense to 
the Redskins as well as to the New 
York Jets before their October game 
with Houston. 
Rossley knows some of the Oil-
ers' coaches and apparently gath-
ered as much information as he 
could in hopes of selling it to other 
clubs. Needless to say, Houston did 
not take it too well when they heard 
of Rossley's schemes. 
The Oilers asked Rossley why 
he helped the Jets and Redskins. He 
replied that both clubs were think-
ing of adding the run and shoot to 
their offensive systems. 
Sure. The truth of the matter is 
that Rossley's information was, 
without a doubt, for defensive pur-
poses. It may have been enough to 
help the Redskins edge the Oilers 
16-13 in overtime. Houston did 
defeat the Jets, however, 23-20. 
The Giants pointed their fingers, 
but their reasoning is questionable 
at the least. 
Is the whole spy accusation busi-
ness such a big deal? Possibly. 
One Houston coach claimed that 
it was not such a big deal. He 
claimed that defenses are slowly 
adjusting to it around the NFL. The 
distribution of information will only 
speed up the education of other 
clubs, he said. 
One person who certainly wasn't 
hurt through the whole thing was 
Rossley, who was paid $1,500 a 
day (including expenses) for travel-
ing to New York and Washington 
to help the clubs adjust their de-
fenses. Needless to say, he did lose 
some friendships and trust. 
The whole situation involving Mr. 
Rossley may be bringing a new 
importance to the aspect of "intelli-
gence gathering" when it comes to 
preparing for a game in the NFL. 
Teams have always exchanged 
game films from the previous week, 
but in the 1990s clubs are going all 
out to obtain "top secrets." 
In the NFL these coming days, 
teams will be keeping their eyes 
peeled for any suspicious behavior 
by "supposed" media members. 
What's next?!? Will clubs want 
"spy detectors" at the entrances to 
their training camps? Will a spy be 
in every locker? Sen. Joseph Mc-
Carthy would love this! 
Last-minute score downs LU 
By MIKE GATHMAN 
Sports Editor 
A field goal with 11 seconds re-
maining lifted the Division II 
Kutztown University Golden Bears 
to a 17-16 victory over Liberty for 
its first-ever win against a Division 
1 opponent 
LU, which lost by one point, tried 
for a two-point conversion after its 
second touchdown of the game. On 
the play, wide receiver Pat Nelson's 
pass floated over the head of a wide 
open receiver in the end zone. 
Playing their last home game of 
the year, the Flames feel they pro-
duced their most lackluster perform-
ance of the season. 
"I believe the team has been a little 
flat since the James Madison game. If 
that call at the goal line during that 
game had gone the other way, I think 
you would have seen a different foot-
ball team the last couple weeks," LU 
defensive back Bobby Green said. 
The Flames' offense gained only 
52 yards in the second hal f after pound-
ing out 198 yards in the first half. LU 
quarterback Robbie Justino said, "In 
the first half we moved the ball easily. 
After that, I think the offense thought 
it would be easy and we let down. We 
can't take anybody lightly." 
Kutztown head coach Barry Fetter-
man said: "It's real exciting to beat a 
Division 1 opponent. I feel very for-
tunate that we were able to get the ball 
back last because we didn't play very 
well today either." 
The highlight of the game for the 
Flames was the team's kick returners. 
Running backs Adrian Cherry and 
Scott Thomas had kickoff returns of 
57 and 50 yards, respectively. Wide 
receiver L.G. Parrish also returned a 
punt 33 yards. 
The Flames running game was led 
by running back Dwayne Carswell, 
who gained 73 in the first half and 79 
yards total. 
LU started the game with a 10-
minute, 56-second drive that resulted 
in a touchdown. After a 15-play drive, 
the Flames scored on a 6-yard pass 
from Justino to running back Keith 
Vinson. Carswell carried the ball 
eight times on the opening drive that 
used up most of the first quarter. 
After the defense forced Kutztown 
to punt on its opening drive, the Flames 
scored again on their second posses-
sion early in the second half. After a 
6-minute, 6-second-long drive, 
Carswell ran the ball in for a touch-
down from 2 yards out. It had ap-
peared that Thomas would score on 
the previous play, but he was tripped 
up at the 2-yard line after a 26-yard 
run. On this drive, the Flames con-
verted on a key fourth-and-1 situation 
when Carswell ran 3 yards for the 
first down. 
The Flames elected to try for the 
two-point conversion rather than kick 
the extra point and failed, leaving 
their lead at 13-0. 
The Golden Bears put together a 
21-play drive before the half that 
resulted in a missed field goal from 
32 yards out. After the Flames took 
over possession with less than two 
minutes left in the half, Justino threw 
an interception that Kutztown's 
Kevin Neeson returned to the Liberty 
10-yardline. TheGoldenBearsdrove 
to the 1-yard line before fumbling 
the ball, and LU recovered and ran 
the clock out to end the half. 
On Kutztown's first possession of 
the second half, it drove downfield 
and scored on a 25-yard touchdown 
pass from quarterback Andy Breault 
to wide receiver Greg Diehl. On the 
drive, running back Mark Steinmeyer 
photo by Jeff Smith 
Liberty's Adrian Cherry is tackled from behind after returning a kickoff 57 yards during the 
Flames' last-minute 17-16 loss to Kutztown University Saturday at Liberty Stadium. 
led the Golden Bears with three runs 
for first downs. 
The Golden Bear team took its 
first lead of the day in the fourth 
quarter when Breault completed a 
19-yard touchdown pass to tight end 
John McLaughlin. This touchdown 
was keyed by a bad snap that flew 
over the head of Flames' kicker 
Jason Harrell. Harrell picked up the 
ball and passed to linebacker John 
White for a 6-yard gain, but it fell 
short of the first down. Kutztown 
took over with good field position. 
The Golden Bears led at this point 
14-13. 
The Flames responded in less than 
two minutes with a field goal to re-
gain the lead. After a 50-yard kick-
off return by Thomas, the Flames' 
Daniel Whitehead kicked a 37-yard 
field goal to give the Flames a 
16-14 lead with under 12 minutes left 
in the game. 
The two teams then exchanged the 
ball six times before Kutztown fi-
nally scored to win the game with 
only 16 seconds left on the clock. 
The Golden Bears took over on the 
final drive with great field position 
at the Liberty 38-yard line. Kicker 
Steve Kratz won the game for 
Kutztown with his 37-yard field goal 
into the wind, making up for his ear-
lier miss. Kratz said, "It would've 
been a long ride home had I missed 
that kick." 
Graduating Seniors 
For 12 Liberty University football 
players, this game marked the last 
time they played at home for the 
Flames. These graduating seniors 
are Sebastian Barrie, Neal Bryant, 
Jeff Curtis, Marcus Fomey, Bobby 
Green, J.D. McDuffie, Pat Nelson, 
L.G. Parrish, Mark Thomas, Keith 
Vinson, Weymouth Williams and 
Brian Woolfolk. 
Athletes tutoring needs are met at LU 
By PAMELA WALCK 
Champion Reporter 
Academic success plays a vital 
role in the lives of college students. 
For student-athletes, academic fail-
ure can be drastic, even meaning the 
early end of an athletic career. 
For that reason, Liberty Univer-
sity has developed a tutoring program 
to meet the academic needs of 
its athletes. 
The Athletic Tutoring Program 
was founded and developed by 
Mike Hall, assistant athletic director 
of academics, in 1987. The primary 
goal of the program is to provide 
student athletes with peer tutors in 
certain academic courses. 
"The university knew that in order 
to have an effective athletic program, 
it needed to have an effective educa-
LU hosts 
volleyball 
tournament 
By JIM WOOL ACE 
Champion Reporter 
George Mason University (GMU) 
won a 10-team volleyball tournament 
hosted by Liberty University men's 
club volleyball team Friday and Sat-
urday. 
The tournament was set up in two 
pools with the top two teams in 
each advancing to the finals. The first 
pool was made up of teams from 
GMU, Virginia Tech, Washington and 
Lee University, American University 
and Liberty. 
The second pool was made up of 
second teams from Washington and 
Lee, American and LU plus a team 
from Virginia Military Institute (VMI) 
and a Lynchburg United States Vol-
leyball Association (USVBA) team. 
The Flames' first team did not play 
well at the start of the tournament. It 
lost its opening match against GMU. 
"We just weren't into the match," 
coach Sam Skellon said. "Nothing 
we did clicked." 
The Flames then lost to Virginia 
Tech and to Washington Lee in a 
close match. LU ended the night 0-6. 
However, the Flames' second team 
won four and lost two Friday night. It 
defeated Washington and Lee's sec-
ond team and VMI and lost to the 
USVBA team. 
Rick Grantham was (he spark for 
the Flames. He led them with timely 
blocks and kills. "He was the guy 1 
tion program as well," Hall said. 
"This program was tailored to fit 
Liberty's needs . . . . we presently 
have the best program we've 
ever had." 
In previous years, the tutoring pro-
gram had to fit into the school's 
budget. Because of insufficient 
funds, it had to be kept at a minimal 
level. However, this year the pro-
gram has undergone a drastic change 
for the better. 
Recently, the NCAA Academic 
Enhancement Board donated $25,000 
to each of the Division 1 colleges and 
universities. Liberty was one of the 
recipients of this donation and there-
fore was able to improve its program. 
The Athletic Tutoring Program 
began its expansion by doubling its 
staff and paying them a fixed salary 
for what was previously considered a 
Christian Service. The staff is headed 
by Coordinator Paula Panncmann, an 
LU junior. t . ... 
As coordinator, Panneman is re-
sponsible for setting up appointments 
with peer tutors, locating tutors with 
experience in specific courses and 
maintaining athlete/tutor relations as 
well as athlete/professor relations. 
One of the 18 hired tutors, Mary 
Greer, has been with the program for 
two years. Greer began tutoring in 
high school and decided to tutor in 
college as well. 
"I like to tutor. I did it in high 
school," Greer said. "The tutors here 
are very caring. They want to help 
and not embarrass the athletes. The 
athletes that are involved do well in 
their classes and profit from the help." 
The tutoring center begins the year 
by having each of the 50 athletes 
involved fill out an evaluation sheet. 
"We find their academic weak-
nesses and set goals to improve their 
academics skills," Pannemann said. 
An example of an athlete who 
excelled in the tutoring program is 
quarterback Rob Justino, who 
received tutoring in his accounting 
courses. 
"Through the tutoring program, he 
(Justino) was able to break down his 
mental block towards accounting and 
is now doing well," Pannemann said. 
"I believe that peer tutors are very 
effective," Dr. William Gribbin, dean 
of the School of Communication, said. 
"Sometimes, I think that the tutors get 
more out of it than the tutees." 
The Athletic Tutoring Program is 
located in the Tutoring/Testing Cen-
ter and is open to the athletes 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday evenings. Academic courses 
emphasized are accounting, mathe-
matics, biology, business, English, 
history, psychology, philosophy 
and theology. 
Though student-athlete participa-
tion is at a high, Pannemann would 
"really encourage the athletes to 
take advantage of the program 
that we offer." 
"It (the program) is being handled 
in a way that they (athletes) would 
profit. It's worth their time," Panne-
mann said. "In the past, it was a 
hassle trying to find tutors; but now 
we're equipped with more tutors and 
that makes the program all the 
more effective." 
LU cross-country 
teams place at IC4A 
championships 
photo by J«H Smith 
Kevin Small of Liberty rises high for the spike during the 
Flames' tournament held on campus Saturday. 
could count on as my money man," 
setter Tim Willard said. "Every lime 
I needed him he was there." 
The Flames' second team stayed 
on a roll Saturday morning, defeating 
American's second easily, to enter 
the finals. The Flames' first team also 
ended the tournament by defeating a 
team from American. 
"Once we got calmed down and 
focused on what we had to do, we 
played well," Skelton said. "That win 
See Volleyball, Page 7 
By DAMIEN BATES 
Special to The Champion 
Liberty's men's and women's 
cross-country teams placed second 
and 10th respectively in the Regional 
Conference races in Lehigh, 
Pa., Saturday. 
The men competed in the Intercol-
legiate Association of Amateur Ath-
letes of America (IC4A) Champion-
ship 6.2-mile race with 17 other 
teams, including Seton Hall.Fordham 
University, New Hampshire 
University, Yale and the University 
of Delaware. 
The LU men's team all ran better 
than Coach Brant Tolsma expected, 
just losing to Seton Hall by 12 points. 
The men's race was won by Brian 
Spoonire of Seton Hall in 32 minutes. 
Billy Khan, 32:28, and David 
McCombs, 32:33, pushed each other 
to the finish line, placing second and 
third respectively. 
"I wish I could have waited to make 
my move a little longer as I feel that I 
would have run a more paced race, 
making it a closer finish. I could have 
got Brian (Spoonire) at the end if I 
was smarter earlier on," Khan said. 
Khan will now travel to Boston, 
Mass., to run in the Junior TAC cross-
country championship in December. 
Khan has very high hopes of placing 
well there. 
Senior Damien Bales ran a lifetime 
cross-country 10K best of 33:19, 
placing 15th and joining Khan 
and McCombs in making the All-
Eastern team. 
Mark Szkolnik, who also ran a life-
time best of 33:43, placed 31st and 
hopes his continuing improvements 
will carry into the upcoming track 
season. 
Brett Honeycutt ran in 34 minutes, 
placing 46th overall and fifth on the 
LU team. 
"I was disappointed with my per-
formance today, but it was great to 
see Billy and Dave back to their old 
form," Honeycutt said. 
Brent Squires, 34:30, and Neill 
Sawyer, 35:17, both ran season bests, 
placing 57th and 75th respectively. 
"The men's team ran great. Billy 
and Dave both ran excellent races, 
and the track season looks very prom-
ising for them," Tolsma said. 
The women's cross-country team 
competed against Navy, St. John's, 
Yale and Mount St. Mary's. 
The team title was won by Navy, 
with The University of Delaware 
second and St. John's third. 
LU's women placed 10th overall, 
with Patli Bottiglieri achieving a life-
time best of 18:03 to place 10th and 
make the All-Conference team. 
Bottiglieri was followed by fresh-
man Lisa Smith, 18:45, who placed 
34th and by Urlene Dick, 18:46, who 
See Runners, Page 7 
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LU cross-country runner aims for '96 Olympics 
BySHANAHUFF 
Champion Reporter 
Becoming a member of the United 
States 199601ympic team is the dream 
that Liberty's cross country runner 
David McCombs wishes to attain. 
This past summer, McCombs ran 
for the United States Junior Pan 
American Team in Kingston, Jamaica 
running in the 10K. He qualified for 
the U.S. team by running 6.2 miles in 
less than 32 minutes in the National 
TAC Competition held in Minnesota. 
McCombs was clocked at 31.01 at 
the national event, which placed him 
second overall in the competition. 
"It was a great experience for me," 
McCombs, a sophomore from North 
East, Pa., said. "There were 44 run-
ners besides myself, and each one 
was very 'drive' oriented. Each one 
of them was willing to work hard to 
get ahead and they enjoyed running. 
Their attitudes helped motivate me, 
and it was good to be in that type of 
atmosphere." 
McCombs began running in sev-
enth grade when his brother dared 
him torun two miles. McCombs said 
he has been running ever since. 
It was also his brother who 
prompted McCombs to start running 
crosscountry. During his high school 
years running for North East High 
School, he received All Country Cross 
Country honors his junior and senior 
years and All Country Track honors 
his junior year. McCombs also fin-
ished fourth in a Penn State Cross 
Country relay and third in a 3,200-
meter run. 
McCombs was pursued by colleges 
such as Kent State, Georgetown and 
West Point Military Academy. He 
said he chose Liberty because his 
brother, who has attended LU since 
the fall of 1989, recommended the 
school to him. 
Volleyball 
Continued from Page 6 
showed us we can compete with the 
top teams, because American lost a 
close match to GMU, which won the 
tournament." 
From the first pool, Virginia Tech 
and GMU advanced; and the US-
VBA team and LU's second team 
advanced from the second pool. 
GMU defeated LU, and Virginia Tech 
defeated the USVBA team. 
In the finals GMU defeated Vir-
ginia Tech 15-9 and 15-12 in a long 
match. The teams went back and forth 
the entire time until GMU finally put 
Virginia Tech away. 
LU's second team lostaclose match 
to the USVBA team to take fourth 
overall in the tournament. The Flames' 
first team ended up in sixth. 
'The first semester is kind of a 
warm-up for the official season in the 
spring," Skelton said. "It's a time of 
learning, adjusting and getting used 
to playing with each other." 
The Flames are sponsoring a co-ed 
fund-raising tournament at Liberty 
Gym this weekend for any team that 
would like to play. To sign up, contact 
Sam Skelton at 237-8558. 
Runners 
Continued from Page 6 
finished in 35th place. 
Christie Rinninger, 19:44, and 
Jennifer Reeder, 19:50, helped push 
each other to finish in the 81st and 
86th places. 
Kim Wolbert, 20:14, and Esther 
Mills, 20:18, both ran personal bests 
in the tough, windy conditions. 
Steve Hurst finished his first season 
as assistant coach and was impressed 
by the strength of this year's team and 
is looking forward to next year. 
"Both the men'sandwomen'steams 
competed against tough schools this 
year and did much better than I ex-
pected them to do. I hope we can get 
some good recruits to replace our 
seniors," Hurst said. 
The coaches said this season has 
been a great one for both LU teams, 
and they hope the track team can 
continue where the cross-country team 
left off. 
Sports Notebook 
Men's basketball 
The Liberty University men's 
basketball team will open its 
regular season on Tuesday, Nov. 
26, against Averett University. 
Head coach Jeff Meyer will 
be starting his 11th season as 
coach of the Flames. 
This season looks to be the 
most promising in recent years, 
as the Flames are returning all 
five starters from last season's 
squad. Of the five returning 
starters, only center Mike 
Coleman is a senior. 
This season, the Flames will 
be competing in the Big South 
Conference for the first time 
ever. On March 5 through 
March 7, the Flames will be 
playing in the Big South 
tournament at Anderson, South 
Carolina's Civic Center. The 
winner of this eight-team 
tournament receives an 
automatic bid to the NCAA's 
field of 64 teams in the NCAA 
championships. 
If Liberty stays healthy, there 
should be a world of 
improvement from last 
seasons team. 
The 1991 Big South 
Conference preseason 
basketball poll is as follows: 
1) Coastal Carolina 
2) Radford University 
3) Davidson College 
4) Campbell University 
5) UNC-Asheville 
6) Liberty University 
7) Winthrop College 
8) Charleston Southern 
In the Dec. 3 issue of The 
Champion, there will be a one-
page preview of the upcoming 
men's basketball season-andhow 
the team is expected to do. • 
Women's basketball 
The Liberty University Lady 
Flames' basketball team will be 
hosting the Canadian National 
team Thursday night. 
This preseason scrimmage will 
be the toughest team the Flames 
will face all season and should 
prove to be an exciting one. 
In the Dec. 3 issue of The 
Champion, there will be a one-
page preview of the Lady 
Flames' upcoming season and 
how they are expected to play. 
Head coach Rick Reeves is 
expecting an exciting season as 
many young, new faces will 
appear on the court for the 
Flames this year. 
Men's volleyball 
The LU Flames men's 
volleyball club is sponsoring a 
co-ed fund-raising tournament 
this weekend in Liberty Gym. 
All teams are welcome to join 
in the tournament. For more 
information or to sign up for a 
team, please call Sam Skelton 
at 237-8558. 
Nelson nears record 
Flames wide receiver Pat 
Nelson is 193 yards short of 
tying Kelvin Edwards' record 
for yards received in a career. 
Sports Schedule 
Football: On the road Saturday 
against Samford University, 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
Men's and women's cross 
country: On the road Saturday 
at the NCAA Division I 
National championships. 
Men's basketball: At home on 
Tuesday, Nov 26., against 
Averett University. 
Women's basketball: At 
home on Thursday against the 
Canadian Nationals. 
Hockey: Season is complete 
until the second semester. 
Wrestling: Begins season on 
Saturday at the Ohio Open 
1 ournament. 
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' My brother heard about Liberty 
through an associate pastor," 
McCombs said. "I looked at other 
schools, but I decided that Liberty 
was where I wanted to be. 
McCombs said that a typical day 
for him includes an hour of weight 
lifting, running three to five miles in 
die morning and additional workout 
and practice time wiUi his teammates 
in the afternoon. During high school, 
his practice time ranged from 19 to 
21 hours a week. Now McCombs 
said that he spends 18 hours a week in 
practice. Four hours of this total 
come from his own personal time. 
Aldiough running is something most 
people avoid, such is not the case for 
McCombs. 
"I enjoy running," McCombs said. 
"It has never been a job for me. It's 
something I look forward to doing 
each day. It has never been some-
thing I've dreaded to do." 
McCombs said that after he gradu-
ates, he is considering a career in the 
U.S. Marine Corps. He hopes to 
qualify for the 1996 or 2000 Olympic 
running team through the Marines. 
McCombs said tiiat he has always 
been interested in the military. He 
was a part of the Jr. Naval ROTC in 
high school. The possibility of mara-
thon running is another future option 
that McCombs holds open. 
While only in his second year at 
Liberty, McCombs has shown mat 
hard work pays off. Witii his drive-
oriented personality that helps him to 
excel, McCombs finished second 
overall on the university's cross-
country team last year. 
"I'm not doing anything diat 
God has not given me me abilities 
to do," McCombs said. "Every night 
I mink about what He has helped 
me do and I praise Him for what 
He has done." 
Hockey team finishes strong 
By BRIAN SPERLING 
Champion Reporter 
The Flames hockey team traveled 
to Chapel Hill to play the University 
of North Carolina last weekend and 
came away wim a split, losing 2-1 
on Saturday before pummeling the 
Tar Heels 7-1 Sunday at Daniel 
Boone Center. 
Liberty retained sole possession 
of first place in die Eastern Division 
wim a record of 6-1. The games 
were me last of me semester for me 
Flames, who now will not see action 
again until Jan. 18 against West 
Chester University in Lancerlot 
Arena at 12:30 p.m. 
On Sunday, the Flames came out 
strong offensively after being held to 
a lone goal the night before. Jon 
Seism and Demitrius Scouras scored 
two goals apiece in die rout, witii 
Scouras adding an assist as well. 
Randy Wilkie and Mike Torrance 
each scored a goal and two assists, 
while Bret Burrows helped set up 
four goals. Kirk Fritz contributed 
widi a couple of assists of his own. 
Wilkie got things going in me first 
period. He was set up on a fine play 
by Burrows and Torrance to put Lib-
erty up 1-0. 
The Tar Heels evened things up not 
too long after that. Ed Moreadim beat 
Flames goaltender Bill Holliday for 
the score to knot it at one apiece. 
Liberty took the lead for good by 
the end of the first period. Scouras 
netted his first goal of the afternoon 
off a set-up by Burrows and Torrance. 
It would prove to be all LU needed, 
but it was just beginning its barrage 
of the UNC defense. 
The second period was tight, but 
Liberty widened its lead thanks to 
Seism. Wilkie and Fritz put the se-
quence togetiier by contributing their 
first assists of me day. Seism blasted 
the shot home for a 3-1 LU edge. 
The third period saw LU blitz the 
Heels for four more goals. Seism 
tallied his second goal of the game to 
make it 4-1. Once again, Wilkie and 
Fritz put the play togetiier, finding 
Seism in front of the goalie, who didn't 
have a chance to stop the shot. 
A nice pass by Burrows provided 
the Flames with their fifth goal. He 
fed Scouras with the puck, and he 
proceeded to frustrate the UNC goalie 
to up the margin to 5-1. 
Torrance added a goal of his own to 
give the Flames a commanding five-
goal margin. David Bauer got in on the 2-1 triumph. 
the act this time, teaming with Scouras 
to find Torrance, who scored. 
Liberty ended its scoring spree witii 
a fine goal by David Graziotti. Bur-
rows set things up for the fourth time 
in the game with the help of Jeff 
Lycett. Their teamwork provided a 
splendid pass to Graziotti, who 
slipped the puck past me sprawling 
goalie for the final count. 
On Saturday, the Heels gotrevenge 
for a 13-0 embarrassment tiiey re-
ceived at die hands of die Flames at 
Lancerlot earlier in die month. 
After a scoreless, tight-checking 
first period, UNC got on the score-
board first. Joe Miller fired the shot 
home for a 1-0 Tar Heel advantage. 
Seism answered back to even die 
score by the second intermission. 
Wilkie fed him with die puck, and he 
found the net for a 1-1 deadlock. 
Bom teams played tough hockey 
on bom ends of die ice in the pivotal 
third period. However, all of LU's 
work went for naught when Greg 
Kruck found the net to provide the 
difference in die contest. UNC held 
on by a thread die rest of die way, 
stopping a Liberty offensive push in 
the waning minutes of the game for 
Wrestling squad prepares 
for tough season Saturday 
By SHANNON HARRINGTON 
Champion Reporter 
The LU wrestling team begins its 
season Saturday when it travels to die 
Ohio Open Tournament. 
The team faces a tough challenge 
this season, as it enters the Colonial 
Athletic Association. It will compete 
witii Virginia Tech, James Madison, 
George Mason, Old Dominion, Wil-
liam & Mary and American Univer-
sity for the Colonial Conference title. 
Coach Don Shuler said, "We have 
a young team, but with their skill 
level it should be an exciting year." 
One returning wrestler is 150 pound 
junior Steve Dernlan, who is pres-
ently ranked 15th in the nation. 
Dernlan's younger brother, Matt, is a 
freshman who could also bring suc-
cess to die team. Matt was third in me 
nation in high school and was a three-
time state champion. He presently 
holds a 115-match winning streak, not 
having lost a match since his fresh-
man year of high school. 
Shuleralsoexpects returning sopho-
mores BubbaFerguson, who finished 
fourth in the NCAA Eastern Region-
a l last year and Aaron Bruce, who 
finished fifth in the NCAA Eastern 
Regional, will add to the excitement 
this season. Other wresders he said to 
watch for are Brady Hyatt, Sam Holi-
day and Scott Wall. 
The Flames will host tiiree matches 
this season: James Madison on Jan. 
25, VMI on Jan. 28 and the Univer-
sity of North Carolina on Feb. 22. 
They will also compete in die Vir-
ginia Duals, in which eight top 10 
teams will compe. 
The Fashion and ! 
Quality You Expect 
at a Price You Don't... 
A suit collection of traditional 
and internationally inspired 
fashions, tailored in the USA. 
Altered to your exacting 
standards. Available in regular, 
shorts, longs and extra longs. 
Exceptional suits at an 
exceptional $255 value price. 
DAVIDSONS 
Clothing I«M tteiiikm'ii since WM>. 
412 S. JclTcfson Si., Dowmown Kounokc 
Tanglewood Mall, Valley View Mall, Roanoke 
River Kidgc Mall, Lynchburg 
117 N. Main, Downtown Blacktburg 
Bring in this ad and take 
$10 OFF 
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Sports Briefs 
Tennis 
Pete Sampras rallied to defeat Jim Courier, 3-6,7-6 (7-5), 
6-3,6-4 Sunday in the finals of the ATPTour World Championship 
inFrankfiirt, Germany. Sampras won $650,000 for the victory. 
Bonuses for his wins in the round-robin portion of the tournament 
gave him a total of $1 million dollars for the week. The win 
boosts Sampras to sixth in the ATP singles rankings while Courier 
remains second to Stefan Edberg, who had to skip the tournament 
with an injury. 
Top-ranked Monica Seles won her ninth tour event of the year 
with a 7-5, 6-1 conquest of fourth-seeded Jennifer Capriati at 
the Virginia Slims of Philadelphia. The 17-year-old Seles, who 
has also won two exhibition tournaments in 1991, earned 
$70,000. The 15-year-old Capriati slipped to 1-4 in career 
meetings with Seles. 
Auto Racing 
The 1991 NASCAR season came to a close Sunday in Atlanta, 
where Mark Martin won his first race of the year at the Winston 
Cup NASCAR Hardee's 500. Martin had come close to winning 
all year, with 12 top-five finishes. Ernie Irvan came in second 
place, followed by pole-sitter Bill Elliott, Harry Gant and 
season Winston Cup champion Dale Earnhardt. 
Earnhardt clinched his second-straight and fifth overall 
Winston Cup crown just by qualifying and showing up for the race. 
Ricky Rudd edged Davey Allison by four points to earn second 
place in the season standings. 
Golf 
The United States won five of eight singles matches Sunday 
to finish out a rout of Japan in the Dupont Cup Senior Golf 
competion in Sawara, Japan. The U.S. seniors got victories from 
Mike Hill, Jim Dent, Al Geiberger, Dale Douglass and Charles 
Coodyto close out a 24-8 point triumph in the three-day 
tournament. It is the third year in a row that the United States 
has won the Dupont Cup. 
—AP Top 25 Poll 
1. Miami Hurricanes 
2. Washington Huskies 
3. Florida State Seminoles 
4. Michigan Wolverines 
5. Florida Gators 
6. California Golden Bears 
7. Penn State Nittany Lions 
8. Alabama Crimson Tide 
9. IowaHawkeyes 
10. Tennessee Volunteers 
11. Nebraska Cornhuskers 
12. Texas A&M Aggies 
13. East Carolina Pirates 
14. Clemson Tigers 
15. Colorado Buffaloes 
16. Syracuse Orangemen 
17. Notre Dame Fighting Irish 
18. Ohio State Buckeyes 
19. Oklahoma Sooners 
20. Virginia Cavaliers 
21. Stanford Cardinal 
22. N.C. State Wolfpack 
23. TWsa Golden Hurricane 
24. Georgia Bulldogs 
25. UCLA Bruins 
About the game: Liberty has 
lost three games in a row and will 
be looking to end the season with 
a win. 
This win will not come easily 
because Samford is a much im-
proved team from last season and 
is looking to make the NCAA 
Division II playoffs this year. 
Who: Samford University 
Bulldogs 
When: Nov. 23, 1991 
1:30 p.m. 
Where: Seibert Stadium 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Series: LU leads 1-0 
Last Meeting: 1990, LU 
won 37-10 at LU 
Last year, the Flames defeated 
Samford with a potent passing 
attack from quarterback Robbie 
Justino to wide receiver L.G. 
Parrish. Justino passed for 302-
y ards and threw three touchdown 
passes. Parrish had six catches 
for 97 yards and two touchdow s 
in the game. 
College Football Roundup 
Miami 17 
Florida St. 16 
The third-ranked Miami Hurri-
canes rallied past top-ranked Florida 
State, 17-16, as the Seminoles' 
national title hopes vanished when 
Gerry Thomas' 34-yard field goal 
attempt sailed wide right with 25 
seconds remaining. 
The Hurricanes rallied from a 16-
7 deficit with 10 fourth-quarter 
points. The winning touchdown 
came with 3:01 remaining, when 
freshman Larry Jones capped an 11 -
play, 58-yard drive with a 1-yard 
plunge. Three plays before Jones 
scored, Miami converted a fourth-
and-6 from the FSU 12, as Gino 
Torretta completed a 9-yard pass to 
Horace Copeland. 
The Seminoles came back to drive 
63 yards to the Hurricanes' 17, but 
Thomas' kick was just about one 
foot wide. 
The 'Canes, now 9-0, are expected 
to face the Big Eight Champion, 
either Colorado or Nebraska, in the 
Orange Bowl on New Year's Day. A 
win would sew up the fourth 
national championship in nine 
years for Miami, assuming it wins 
its remaining regular-season games 
against Boston College and San 
Diego State. 
The Seminoles, who had been 
ranked number one since the pre-
season, fell to 10-1 and lost then 10-
game winning streak. 
Miami now takes over the nation's 
longest win streak with 15 in a row. 
Florida State University will likely 
face the Southwest Conference 
Champion, probably Texas A&M, in 
the Cotton Bowl. 
Penn St. 35 
Notre Dame 13 
O.J. McDuffie caught a pair of 
touchdown passes and ran for an-
other to power ninth-ranked Penn 
State to a comfortable 35-13 victory 
over 1 lth-rated Notre Dame at Bea-
ver Stadium. 
The Nittany Lions scored all the 
points they would need in die open-
ing quarter. Richie Anderson's 3-
yard touchdown run put the Lions up 
7-0. McDuffie caught a 7-yard scor-
ing toss from Tony Sacca forPSU's 
second touchdown. Anderson made 
it 21-0 when he ran in from the 4. 
The Fighting Irish got on the board 
in the second quarter, when Jerome 
Bettis plunged in from the 2. The 
score remained the same until the 
third quarter, as McDuffie took a 
reverse 37 yards into the end zone. 
Sacca and McDuffie hooked upagain, 
this time from 45 yards out, for a 35-
7 cushion. ND's William Pollard took 
a screen pass from Rick Mirer and 
raced 38 yards for the final scoring. 
S tate improved to 9-2 and will likely 
be extended an official invitation 
Sunday to play Tennessee in the 
Jan. 1 Fiesta Bowl. 
IheHghting Irish tell to 8-3, but 
will likely still receive a Sugar Bowl 
bid to face Florida. 
Anderson ran for 136 yards on 26 
attempts. Sacca completed 14-of-20 
for 151 yards, giving him 2,326 
yards mis season — a school record. 
Mirer was 16-for-37 for 198 yards. 
Clemson 40 
Maryland 7 
Senior quarterback Dechane 
Cameron completed 13 of 23 passes 
for 213 yards and one touchdown, as 
Clemson clinched the Atlantic Coast 
Conference Title with a 40-7 win 
over Maryland. 
Clemson improved its record to 7-
1-1 and 5-0-1 in the ACC and will 
likely play California in the Florida 
Citrus Bowl on New Year's Day. 
Maryland dropped to 2-8 overall 
and 2-4 in conference play. 
Clemson scored on three of its first 
four possessions, as Cameron com-
pleted 11 of 18 passes for 194 yards 
in the first half. 
The Terrapins scored on their first 
possession when Jim Sandwisch hit 
Jason Kremus with a 55-yard 
touchdown pass. However, Mary-
land could manage only 32 yards in 
the last 12 minutes of the first half. 
Colorado 30 
Kansas 24 
James Hill capped an 80-yard scor-
ing drive with a 1-yard touchdown 
run with 40 seconds remaining, as 
15th-ranked Colorado roared back 
from a two-touchdown deficit in the 
third quarter to steal a 30-24 victory 
from visiting Kansas. 
Backup quarterback Vance Joseph 
took over for starter Darian Hagan, 
who left the game in the first quarter 
after aggravating his sprained ankle. 
The offense struggled under Joseph 
in the first half, and the game was 
tied 10-10 at intermission. 
Colorado's only first-half touch-
down came on a 48-yard halfback 
option pass from Lamont Warren to 
Charles Johnson. 
The Jayhawks grabbed a 24-10 lead 
in the third quarter, as they capital-
ized on Colorado fumbles. Kansas 
quarterback Chip Hilleary threw 
scoring tosses of 44 yards to tight 
end Dwayne Chandler and 22 yards 
to Kenny Drayton. 
But the Buffaloes scored 20 points 
in the final 21 minutes of the game 
to get the victory. Warren scampered 
19 yards for a touchdown to pull 
Colorado within 24-23 in the opening 
stages of the final quarter, but the 
two-point conversion failed. 
Hill then gave Colorado the win 
with his touchdown in the final 
minute. The Buffaloes improved to 
7-2-1 overall and 5-0-1 in the Big 
Eight, and a victory for Colorado 
combined with a Nebraska loss to 
Oklahoma next week would put the 
Buffaloes into the Orange Bowl 
against Miami. 
East Carolina 24 
Virginia Tech 17 
Quarterback Jeff Blake passed for 
337 yards and East Carolina over-
CLASSIFIEDS 
!<;;:• KAISER: We're looking 
for a fraternity, sorority or 
student organization that would 
like to make $500-$1500 for a 
one week marketing project right 
on campus. Must be organized 
and hard working. CallPamor 
Joann at 1-800-592-2121. 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND 
business experience!! Open-
ings available for individuals or 
student organizations to promote 
the country's most successful 
SPRING BREAK tours. Call 
InterCampus 1-800-327-6013. 
came a two-touchdown deficit to get 
their eighth consecutive victory, 24-
17, over Virginia Tech. 
East Carolina won the game on 
Blake's 14-yard touchdown pass to 
Clayton Driver with just over 
seven minutes remaining in the 
fourth quarter. 
The Pirates, who improved their 
record to 9-1, are expected to play 
North Carolina State in die Peach 
Bowl Jan. 1. 
The Hokies grabbed a 14-0 lead on 
an 11-yard touchdown pass from 
Ron Wooten to tight end Greg 
Daniels and a 14-yard run by Tony 
Kennedy. 
The Pirates tied the score at 14 on a 
95-yard interception return by Greg 
Grandison. 
Blake completed 24 of 47 passes, 
with two touchdowns and two 
interceptions. 
Kennedy rushed 19 times for 133 
yards and one touchdown for Vir-
ginia Tech, which dropped to 5-5. 
Ohio State 20 
Indiana 16 
Carlos Snow rushed for 124 yards 
and two touchdowns and Ohio State 
closed in on a Hall of Fame Bowl 
berth, as the 18th-ranked Buckeyes 
held off Indiana, 20-16, in Columbus. 
The Buckeyes improved to 8-2, 
including 5-2 in the Big Ten. the 
Hoosiers fell to 5-4-1 and 4-3. 
Tim Williams' 38-yard field goal 
with 1:20 remaining in the game 
gave Ohio State a 20-16 lead. 
Indiana then drove to the Buckeyes' 
31-yard line on its final possession, 
but Trent Green's pass to the end 
zone was broken up by a pair of Ohio 
State defenders. 
The Hoosiers took a 13-10 lead in 
the final minute of the first half when 
Green threw a touchdown pass to 
Thomas Lewis. 
Ohio State took the lead for good 
on its first possession of the second 
half. The Buckeyes went 56 yards, 
with Snow taking the ball in from 13 
yards out to cap the drive. 
N.C. State 32 
Duke 31 
Number-22 ranked N.C. State 
scored 11 points in the final 1:56 to 
nip host Duke, 32-31. 
The Wolfpack trailed 31-21 with 
two minutes left; but Damon Hart-
man booted a 38-yard field goal, 
and Sebastian Savage recovered an 
onsides kick at the 50-yard line. 
Two plays later, quarterback Terry 
Harvey hit Eddie Goines with a 
sideline pass to the goal line. 
Duke's defense held for three 
downs, but Harvey dove over die 
pile on fourth down to give die 
Wolfpack the victory. 
Duke led 24-14 in the third quar-
ter, but Brad Breedlove fumbled a 
punt in the end zone and Lee Knight 
recovered to pull N.C. wiUiin 24-21. 
Breedlove nearly made up for his 
fumble on the game's final play 
as he raced 65 yards before being 
hit out of bounds to end die game. 
FREE 
Oil Change, Lube & Filter With 
Purchase Of A Complete: 
H O " Change, Lube & Filter] 
HOURS 
M-F8-7 
Sat. 8-4 
EXPIRES 
12/14/91 
Engine Tune-Up 
$ o >i9o 6 °y L $39-90 3 4 < c y ' - 8Cy,$44-90 
* Most vehicles. Some vans & transverse enginesadd'l. 
INCLUDES 
'Complete engine analysis * Checking fuel & emissions 
systems * Installing new plugs ' Inspect filters, belts & 
PCV Check & set timing carburetor & idle speed * 
12,000 mile/12 month guarantee ' Standard ignition & 
additional parts extra. 
• Clunjaoil ft taplac. 
O I U M 
• Lubricate C h > . ( 
• Chack a tap offal bids 
* Vacuum intartor a wafth windowa. 
diack alt Mar a bra praaaura 
Brake Special 
VJOSTVFJUC.LES 
wcoupon 
l # 1 4 / 9 1 
M O S T VEHICLES 
• Install New disc brake 
pads only 
• Some foreign cart, trucks a 
van* additional 
• Inspect rotors, turning addl 
l~l Flush & Fill Service 
Inapact maaax cyiindaf ft - ^ _ - -
brakahoaaa * 3 4 
Add fluid aa naadad 
TaaldrivavaHda w/coupon 
Saral mautc pada addl 12/14/91 
h 
Drain A Flush Cooling 
System 
ChackCap, Radiator & 
Tharmostat 
•FllWIIh AnUksaza 
(up to 2 gallons) 
M O S T VEHICLES 
$34 90 
w/coupon 
12/14/91 
transmission Service""] MOSTVEWCLESJ 
$ 2 4 9 0 I * Drain and replace transmission fluid 
* Claan screen pan 
I ' Replace pan gasket 
•Inspect ax tarns. 
•Newscraenor Mtsr 
addl 
wVooupon 
12/14/91 || 
Lynchburg 3012 Wards Rd. 239-0902 
RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY + 
DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 
PROFESSIONAL BODY WORK & PAINTING CHIEF, E-Z LINER 
FRAME STRAIGHTENING MACHINES 
NEW COMPUTERIZED DOWN - DRAFT 
PAINT BOOTHS 
SPECIALIZING IN 
Mercedes - Benz 
Domestic & Foreign 
INSURANCE ESTIMATES 
m 237-3111 m 
© © ^ J A C ^ l 
3725 WARDS RD 
BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH 
i 
